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Executive Summary
The Task Force on Collision Hall Limitations met March 23-26,1987, to obtain a
greater understanding of the civil construction requirements for a large scale model SSC
detector and to identify limitations, if any, on overall detector scale and individual detector components that may result from civil construction limitations. To this purpose the
Task Force studied civil construction techniques and limitations for both deep sites and
surface or near surface sites, developed limits and criteria for model detector assembly
and servicing, developed a model detector assembly scenario, and estimated an overall
schedule from initiation of the design of the experimental hall complex to the completion
of the assembly of the model detector. Our conclusions apply only to facilities required
to house experiments of the scale of the model detector studied.
From our studies it is apparent that the experimental hall complex required for
SSC-scale detectors can be constructed under a variety of assumptions regarding the
eventual SSC site. There may be significant differences in the schedule and the cost of
the experimental hall complex between surface and deep underground locations, with the
deep underground, in general, being more expensive and requiring a longer time for
construction. The difference in cost and schedule for the experimental facilities for
housing the model detector between a surface site and a deep underground site may
amount to $25M and two years.
For the very large experimental hall considered here two limitations emerged. In
order to use prudent and cost effective civil construction techniques, a free span of 30 m
or less should be used in planning underground caverns in rock. The maximum depth
for near vertical open cut construction is 30 - 45 m If the open excavation can be sloped
or benched without restrictions from the size of surface activities, an open cut may be
considerably deeper. The minimum depth for the top of a 30 m span cavern excavated in
rock is set by a requirement for 30 m or more of competent rock above the crown to
support the overburden. Note that the ground surface and the top of competent rock may
not necessarily coincide. These requirements may result in a range of depths which is
undesirable for siting experimental halls. These requirements may also place constraints
on the elevation of the SSC tunnel itself in the vicinity of the interaction regions.
Given the physical scale of the model detector considered by the Task Force, construction of the complete model detector in an assembly area with subsequent movement
into an on-beam position is not desirable and not feasible in a cost effective manner. A
major part of the model detector, the muon system, should be built in place on the beamline. The weight of the model detector willrequire a deep foundation for support. For
iii

detectors of more modest scale, these comments may not apply but such detectors were
not examined by the Task Force.
From our study, the time required to design and construct the experimentalhall
complex and to assemble the model detector approachesand may even exceed the time
required to complete the accelerator complex. One should therefore examine carefully if
detectors of the scale of the model detector are optimal and, if they are, should encourage
a "fast start"to the design and construction of the experimental facilities and of such
detectors.
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1. Introduction
Many of the large, 47c detectors that have been suggested for the SSC are substantially larger and heavier than any similar detector now in operation or planned for operation in the near future. In order to assess the impact of such detectors on the civil construction requirements for the SSC, a made1 4x detector was devised based on previous
efforts at the Snowrnass Workshops1and the efforts of the panel on a Cost Estimate of
Initial SSC Experimental Equipment .2 It should be emphasized that this model detector
does not represent a complete design, but has been devised solely for studies related to
exploring the limits of the facilities required to house and service such detectors.
The overall goal of the Task Force was to obtain a greater understanding of the civil
construction requirements for detectors of the scale presented in the model detector and to
identify limitations, if any, on overall detector scale (size or weight) and individual detector component (size or weight) that may result from civil construction limitations. It was
obviously important to understand the dependence of such requirements and possible
limitations on the characteristics of a potential SSC site.

Charges to the Task Force
Below we outline the charges presented to the Task Force members. Members of
the Task Force are listed in Appendix A. The Task Force was requested to produce a
written report on their conclusions by June 1,1987.
Discuss and describe possible limitations arising from excavations of halls, cavems, shafts and tunnels to house the model 4.n detector for the SSC for both an underground location and a near surface location. Specific items to be addressed include:
(a) What are the restrictions on underground cavern size, particularly free span, as
a function of depth and rock characteristics?
(b) What additional restrictions, if any, result from the combined construction of a
collision hall and an adjacent assembly hall with connecting doorway in an
underground location? What, if any, are the restrictions on the size of the
doorway connecting the collision and assembly halls?
(c) What are the restrictions on vertical shaft size and location (with respect to the
collision hall) for an underground location as a function of depth?
(d) What is the role of access ramps during construction of the hall and during
operation?
(e) What are the restrictions on characteristics of the hall floor to support the
detector and possible movement of significant detector components? What are
the implications of detector movement for the alignment of interaction region
magnets?
-1-

(f) What is the nature of the hall construction for a near surface location?

(g) What are the cost implications of a near surface location compared to an underground location?
(h) Evaluate the relative merits of construction in place of the detector (collision
hall only) and of construction of all or part of the detector in an assembly hall
or area, with subsequent movement into the collision hall.
(i) Develop the appropriate schedule for the construction of the IR hall facilities.
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2.

Detector Concepts

At the present time definitive, complete descriptions of potential large detectors for
the SSC do not exist. We therefore must rely on " workshop level " studies to attempt to
define the physical parameters of the large detectors for the SSC. A summary of extant
large detector concepts from various workshops in the last 2-3 years is given in Table
2.1. Very crudely one may characterize the central portions of these detectors as having
dimensions up to about 25 m in length (along the beam) and about 20 m in height and
width. Additional forwardbackward detectors may be present. Weights up to about
50,000 tons are possible. The dimensions and other characteristics of some of the detectors listed in Table 2.1 are given in Appendix B, the Report of the IR Working Group at
the Snowmass 1986 meeting and in Reference 2.
For the purposes of this Task Force it was felt necessary to restrict the discussion to
a representative model detector to focus the deliberations. We therefore devised a model
detector based on the Model B 47c detector discussed in Reference 2.
This model detector is shown in Fig. 2.1, along with the weights of the indicated
subsections. More detailed views of the model are given in Fig. 2.2. A more complete
breakdown of the component weights of the model are given in Table 2.2. It serves no
useful purpose to describe in detail the components of the model detector, since we are
primarily interested in piece sizes, weights and dimensions rather than functionality.
Additional description of comparable detectors is given in Reference 2.
We emphasize that this model does not represent an optimal or complete design and
was devised solely for the purposes of the Task Force. It is also likely that this model
represents an upper bound on weight and an approximate upper bound on size.

TABLE 2.1. Examples of detector concepts from workshops and reports.
Solenoid based - Model A
Solenoid based - Model B
Solenoid based - LHC studies
Non-magnetic - Iron Muon
Non-magnetic- D1
Precision muon spectrometer - L3+1
Muon spectrometer - super solenoid
Upgrade - CDF
Upgrade - DO
Upgrade - UA1

SSC-SR-1023 + Snowmass 1986 Proceedings
SSC-SR-1023 + Snowmass 1986 Proceedings
Workshop on Future Accelerators, Jan. 1987
SSC-SR-1023
Snowmass 1984 Proceedings
SSC-SR-1023 + Snowmass 1986 Proceedings
UM HE 86-32, 11/86
SSC-SR-1023
SSC-SR-1023
SSC-SR-1023
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FIG.2.2 Plan, elevation and section views of the model detector
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Table 2.2 Model Detector dimensions and weights.
Inner Radius Outer Radius Thickness Volume Weight Subtotal
Muon Iron Spectrometers

Forward
Backwslrd
Spectrometers

Inme4iiate
Spectrometers

Barrel
spectrometers

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

3.5
3.5
3.5
4
4
3.5
3.5
3.5
4
4

1
1
1
1

1
1.15
1.35
1.5
1
1.15
1.35
1.5

9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3
9.3

6
7.15
8.3

7
8.15
9.3

38.36
38.36
38.36
50.14
50.14
38.36
38.36
38.36
50.14
50.14

302
302
302
395
395
302
302
302
395
395

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

268.57
267.56
265.99
264.65
268.57
267.56
265.99
264.65

2114
2106
2093
2083
2114
2106
2093
2083

12
12
12

624.OO
734.40
844.80

4911
5780
6649

1

1
1
1
1
1

3390

16791

17339

Muon Iron Total

37520

Iron Hadron Calorimeter
Average density is
taken to be (gm/cm3) 6

Forward

0.2
0.2

3
3

2
2

56.30
56.30

338
338

Endcap and
Flux Return

0.5
0.5

4.4
4.4

2
2

152.88
152.88

917
917

4.4

5.85

12

713.40

4280

Barrel and
Flux Return

676
1835
4280

Iron Hadron Calorimeter Total
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6791

Inner Radius Outer Radius Thickness Volume Weight Subtotal
Precision EM Calorimeters
Average density
assumed is ~gm/cm3) 10

Forward

0.2
0.2

2.75
2.75

0.2
0.2

4.73
4.73

47
47

0.5
0.5

2.5
2.5

0.2
0.2

3.77
3.77

38
38

2.8

3

46.40

464

10

95
75
464

Precision EM Total

634

Precision HAD Calorimeters
Average density

assumed is @/cm3)

Forward

Barrel

15
0.2
0.2

2.75
2.75

1.4
1.4

33.09
33.09

496
496

0.5
0.5

2.5
2.5

1.4
1.4

26.39
26.39

396
396

3

4.4

414.40

6216

10

993
792
6216

Precision HAD Total

8000

Superconducting Coil
Average density
assumed is (gm/cm3)

1.5
2.5

2.8

10

49.95

75

Superconducting Coil Total

75

~~

Tracking Chambers
Weight of tracking chambers is negligible

Grand Total Weight 53,020
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3. Civil Construction Techniques and Limitations
3.1 Depth of Collision Halls
In the absence of a site, planning for the experimental areas at the SSC must assume
that the collision halls may be at any depth, from the surface to several hundred meters
below the surface. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The specification of a minimum of 9 m
of cover for shielding3 above the collider ring tunnel sets a minimum depth for the collision hall. The maximum depth is not well-defined, because of logistical, geological and
construction considerations.
Practical limitations of construction techniques divide consideration of experimental
halls between near surface sites, constructed by open cut techniques from the surface and
deep sites excavated in rock. The sides of an open cut must be sloped at angles small
enough to maintain stability, or otherwise reinforced against driving forces and earth
pressures which occur in the surrounding ground because of the excavation. If vertical
or near vertical (slope 2 60") sides are required to comply with surface restrictions, then
the practical limit for the depth of open cut construction in soil is approximately 30 m.t
Approximately 15 m additional depth is achievable, if the excavation is into bedrock.
This gives a maximum depth to the bottom of the cut of approximately 45 m. For conceptual design, the maximum depth of a vertical or near vertical open cut entirely in rock
may also be taken as 45 m.
A minimum depth for a cavern excavated in rock is set by a requirement for sufficient competent rock above the crown of the excavation to support the overburden. The
additional depth to invert is comprised of the height of the detector and its support structures, clearance between the top of the detector and the crane hook, the height of the crane
bridge and trolley, and the height of the arch forming the crown.
For very large experimental halls, such as considered here, this quantization of depth
between the near-surface and deep locations results in a range of depths in which it is not
desirable to site the halls, or for which hall construction is only possible with a considerable penalty in cost and schedule. For a detector the size of the model detector, the height
of the cavern to house it is 42 m For a 30 m span, an additional 30 m of competent rock
is required above the crown, as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.
The minimum depth to invert, then, assuming no soil cover over the rock, is 72 m,
or about 60 m to beam height. The corresponding maximum depth to beam for the
near-surface site is about 33 m. So, there is an undesirable zone for the beam height
near the large hall of approximately 30 m. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
In soil, the total force required for horizontal equilibrium of vertical cuts increases roughly in

proportion to the square of the depth. At depths exceeding 20 to 30 m, support requirements add
substantially to the cost of construction.

8

It should be recognized that the foregoing observation applies to those conditions

for which vertical or near vertical sides are required in open cuts. If an excavation can be
sloped or benched without restrictions because of surface width, then an open cut may be
considerably deeper than 45 m in both soil and rock. Under these conditions, the concept
of an undesirable region will not apply, although the relative cost and environmental
impact of a deep, sloped excavation will need careful evaluation.
The total weight of the model detector is estimated at approximately 50 kilotons.
The bearing pressure resulting from distributing this weight over the projected area of the
detector, approximately 20 x 20 m2, is 125 tons/m2 (23.3 ksf). This is within the limits
of allowable pressure for most types of rock, but not for soils. For collision halls not
bearing on rock, it is likely that this weight will require a deep foundation for support.
This may place a restriction on the depth to rock below the collision hall.
The existence of undesirable region for the beam elevation in the vicinity of the large
detector halls, plus the requirement that the model detector be supported on rock, implies
that, in siting the SSC, the IRs be located first and then the tunnel orientation examined.
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3.2 Deep Sites
3.2.1 Geotechnical Limitations
Construction of a deep underground interaction region requires competent rock in
which to build the required cavern or caverns, while maintaining an arch above the crown
of sufficient strength to cany the weight of the overburden. The design of such underground caverns is based largely on precedent. Empirical data from prior construction
experience helps greatly in planning the geometry, excavation, and support which will be
compatible with the geological materials at depth. This prior experience provides a basis
for identifying critical features of the rock mass and the geometry of the site, for choice of
appropriate construction techniques, and for specifying support requirements consistent
with the special characteristics of the site and the nature of the facility. During construction, field observations and measurements play a critical role in evaluating the perforrnance of the rock mass, and in adjusting support requirements and construction techniques accordingly.
In the design of such caverns, analytical methods for assessing stresses and deformations in the rock can give valuable insights regarding the influence of geometrical and
rock strength parameters on the behavior of the rock mass. However, the interpretation
of these results must be tempered by practical considerations based on the structure of the
rock and construction procedures to be employed. Of primary importance in the design
of the underground enclosure is the span, i.e. the width of the opening. The span is the
primary determinant of stresses and consequent deformations in the rock mass. These, in
turn,determine the feasibility of the proposed cavern, the type and amount of support
required, and the sequence for excavation and support.
A review of existing rock caverns constructed for civil engineering works reveals
that spans of 25 m have been achieved in a variety of underground projects, and that a
span of 30 m represents an approximate upper bound for normal practice under favorable
conditions?*5 A 30 m span should, then, be considered as a limit for planning and
generic design work. Larger spans might be possible for special site conditions, or by
use of specialized ground reinforcement and construction techniques. Specification of
these larger spans could restrict the range of acceptable sites and require substantially
increased costs above those considered here.
To achieve the suggested limiting span of 30 m requires a rock mass of good quality in which the rock mass structure and strength and the in situ stresses are suitably
disposed to promote a stable opening. The cavern must also be shaped to develop a rock
arch at its crown. For a span of 30 m, experience suggests that the minimum depth of
competent rock above the crown of the cavern should be 30 m, Le. equal to the span4y5
The other two dimensions of the cavern, the height and the length, should provide
no restriction on the size of the cavern. Cavern heights of 40 - 60 m are within the range
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of current construction practices, provided a suitable crown can be established as
described above. The length of a cavern, transverse to the span, is unlimited, unless a
limiting variation of geological conditions occurs.
3.2.2 Cavern Options
Three options for assembling and servicing the detector have been explored for their
impact on the design of the underground space. Alternative 1 (Fig. 3.3), is to assemble
and service the detector entirely in the collision hall, the cavern in which it will operate.
This requires a cavern with sufficient space, suitably distributed, to accommodate all of
the required operations. When the beam is present in the cavern, no work may be done
on the detector, with the possible exception that some small shielded enclosure might be
constructed within the enclosure for limited work. In Alternative 2 (Fig. 3.4) the bulk of
the assembly would be carried out in the collision hall, but assembly of the inner
components of the detector would be carried out in a second, adjacent cavern, the
assembly hall. The assembly hall would be connected to the collision hall by a passage
provided with the appropriate rails and facilities for moving the inner detector between the
halls. A movable shield wall would seal off the assembly hall from the collision hall
during beam operation to allow access in the assembly hall. Finally, in Alternative 3
(Fig. 3.3, a single, large cavern would be excavated with its axis transverse to the beam
direction. The cavern would be divided into two areas by a thick shielding wall, with a
movable section to allow passage of major elements of the detector. The bulk of the
detector would be assembled on the beam line in a collision area at one end of the cavern.
The inner portion of the detector would be assembled beyond the shielding wall in the
assembly area. With the movable shield door in place, work could continue on the
detector elements in the assembly area during beam operations.
For these large caverns, it would be very advantageous for cost and schedule, if a
detailed evaluation of the rock mass were available before awarding the construction contract. In the present stage of design a tunnel of uniform cross-section, but of larger diameter than the arc tunnel, will be driven through the clusters. The collision halls constitute
only a very small fraction of the length of the clusters, yet would constitute major obstacles to the traverse of a tunnel boring machine, if they were excavated prior to the tunnel
boring. It is advantageous, then, from the point of view of evaluation of the rock mass
for the caverns, and of driving of the cluster tunnel, to drive the tunnel prior to committing the excavation of the collision halls.
It should be emphasized that all of the alternatives discussed below can be seriously
compromised, if the rock mass conditions, as encountered, deviate from the high quality
that was assumed for deep siting of this facility.
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3.2.2.1 Alternative 1: One Cavern, Parallel to Beam
From a design viewpoint, this alternative is relatively simple; the 30 m distance
between the hall and the shafts allows for adequate pillars to cany the stresses in the rock
around the hall.
The hall would be excavated downwards from the crown by first driving a construction access tunnel from one of the shafts and along the crown. The crown would be
stabilized with appropriate reinforcement, and excavation would proceed downwards
from that point. An interesting feature of this technique is that, at the appropriate point in
the excavation, the work would be interrupted to install the reinforced concrete beams for
the crane rails. These would be tied back into the rock using rock bolts. This makes the
crane available quite early on, and eliminates the necessity of working far above the floor
of the finished cavern to install the beams and erect the building crane.
3.2.2.2 Alternative 2: Collision Hall with Assembly Hall
From the point of view of geotechnical design, this layout is, again, satisfactory,
provided the axes of the two halls are parallel and the halls are sufficiently separated to
allow for adequate pillars between them. For the spans contemplated, this separation
should be a minimum of 30 m. The requirement for adequate pillar thickness also
impacts the placement of the shafts, and the passages between halls and shafts.
The existence of the two large, adjacent caverns demands that special attention be
given to the minimum rock cover above them. The effective span to be bridged will be
greater than either span individually, closer to the sum of the two spans. The rule of
thumb cited above would dictate a rock cover above the crowns, in this case, of 60 m,
rather than 30. This, of course, drives the minimum depth of the facility an additional
30 m underground.
From a construction viewpoint, the excavation and rock stabilization sequences w
ill
be similar to those described for Alternative 1, above. If it is desired that both halls be
connected to one of the shafts, great care must be taken in excavation and in providing
support to relieve any highly stressed condition. Provision of adequate pillars between
the halls, shafts, and connecting passageways must be carefully studied.

3.2.2.3 Alternative 3: One Cavern, Transverse to Beam
From a geotechnical standpoint, it appears possible to use this alternative, although
it does complicate the layout relative to access to the collider area. The combined effect
on rock stabilityof the collider area shaft and the shielding door pockets must be carefully
considered.
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3.3 Near Surface and Surface Sites
3.3.1 Geotechnical Limitations
A near-surface site for a collision hall is one where the hall can be constructedby
making an open cut from the surface. The maximum depth for this type of construction
is approximately 30 m, in soil and approximately45 m, if the excavation extends into
rock. The specified minimum cover over the accelerator tunnel is 9 m of soil. Given the
half-height of the model detector, the bottom of the excavation will range from about 22
to 45 m below grade. For the model detector considered, the height to the top of the
crane is approximately 34 m. For a fully shielded enclosure at maximum depth, this
places the top of the shielding at grade level. For lesser depths, the top of the shielding is
above grade level, up to a maximum height of 22 m (see Fig. 3.6). The overburden is
approximately constant at the nominal shielding thickness of 9 m. Under these circumstances, a span of 40 m is feasible, greater than the 30 m maximum span for a deep cavern. A major geotechnical concern for near surface sites which will be at or near the top
of rock will be handling of groundwater during the constructionperiod.

GRADE I

L - 4 5 m

COLLISION HALL - MAXIMUM OEPTH
FOR A NEAR SURFACE S I T E

100 m
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NEAR SURFACE
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FIG.3.7 Surface location - Alternative 1. Only a collision hall exists
in this option.
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FIG. 3.8 Surface location - Alternative 2. In this option both a collision
hall and the assembly hall are constructed parallel to the beamline.
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3.3.1.1 Constructibility of Near Surface Sites
A primary consideration in planning the construction of the SSC project must be
"constructibility". This encompasses questions of the state of the construction art relative
to the specifications for the required structures, the availability of materials required, and
the expertise and experience of contractors in the field to meet the Specifications for materials and techniques. The materials and techniques required for surface sites are very
familiar to most large general contractors, especially those with experience in large highway and bridge construction.
A second aspect of constructibility that tends to favor near surface sites is the availability of a considerable amount of space to perform multiple tasks in parallel. This permits fairly flexible coordination of the various construction tasks. Relatively unencumbered near surface sites are, therefore, attractive from the point of view of design and
construction contractors for the required civil works.
3.3.2 Hall Options
As for the deep sites, three options have been explored for assembling and servicing the model detector for the near surface sites. Alternative 1 (Fig. 3.7) provides for
assembling and service the detector entirely in the collision hall in which it will operate.
The hall must have sufficient space, suitably distributed, to accommodate all of the
required operations. When beam is present in the hall, no work may be done on the
major elements of the detector, but smaller elements of the detector could be readily
moved to the staging building. In Alternative 2 (Fig. 3.8), the greater part of the detector
would be assembled in the collision hall, but assembly of the inner components would be
canied out in a second, adjacent enclosure, the assembly hall. The assembly hall would
be connected to the collision hall by a portal which is sealed off by a movable shielding
door. Facilities are provided for moving the inner assembly between the assembly hall
and collision hall. With the shielding door in place, work can go on in the assembly hall
while beams are present in the collision hall. Alternative 3 (Fig. 3.9) takes advantage of
the fact that the massive detector, which is designed to absorb the products of the beam
interactions, represents a considerable amount of transverse shielding. Supplemental
concrete shielding, particularly for the spaces between the major detector elements, completes the required radiation shield. A standard industrial-type building covers the pit.
As noted above, all of the near-surface options require that the base of the enclosure
be either in rock, or sufficiently close to rock or suitable bearing materials to make cost
effective use of deep foundations to support the very large loads of the detector.
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3.3.2.1 Alternative 1: Single Enclosure, Parallel to Beam
From the point of view of detector assembly and servicing, this is similar to Alternative 1for a deep site. Handling the large number of heavy pieces for the initial installation can be facilitated, since the enclosure is close to the surface. An access hatch or
hatches can be provided in the roof of the enclosure for use in the initial installation,
which could be sealed up and baclcfilled before beam operations. A drop hatch and access labyrinth from the staging building is provided for operations and maintenance use.
3.3.2.2 Alternative 2: Collision Hall and Assembly Hall
This option is essentially the same as the halls for CDF and DO. The portal would
have the same span as for the DO hall, which may be taken as a model for this hall. The
inner core of the detector, could be moved between the assembly hall and the collision
hall. The major structural considerations would be the span of the collision hall plus the
100 ton crane bearing on the lintel above the access portal. The weight of overburden for
shielding adds to this concern. Access for initial installation in the collision hall would be
supplied by a drop hatch accessible to a large crane, as for Alternative 1.
3.3.2.3 Alternative 3: Thin-roofed Hall
Since the model detector is so massive, it is possible to consider a scheme in which
the detector provides the bulk of the radiation shielding required. The radiation levels are
discussed in Appendix D. Additional shielding, at least in the forward region, will be
needed. The feasibility of this self-shielded scenario is discussed further in Sec. 4.1.7
and Appendix D. Structurally this alternative has the simplest layout, and provides the
most access to the halls for detector assembly. In principle, the detector could be preassembled into larger pieces which could be rigged into the hall. This might lead to a
shortened assembly time.

3.4 Collision Hall Dimensions, Costs, and Schedules
3.4.1 Typical Hall Dimensions
In Table 3.5, the relevant dimensions for the various near surface, surface, and
deep rock possibilities are tabulated. For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that
each experimental facility will constitute a construction package consisting of the following elements: i) site preparation; ii) one 14-meter and one 9-meter diameter shaft with
access galleries, if necessary; iii) underground chambers; iv) concrete work; v) electrical
work; vi) mechanical work; and, vii) staging building(s). It is further assumed that the
sinking of the shafts and the construction of the underground chambers will be done by
conventional drill and blast methods with the chambers being excavated by three drifts
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setting the arch, as described above, and three levels of excavation (benches) for the
remainder of the cross-section.

TABLE 3.5. Range of IR Hall Possibilities
Surface
Self-shielded

Surface
Shielded

Near Surface
Shielded

Deep Rock

Beam Center Elev.
Shielding Thickness

-10.5 m
Om

-10.5 m
9m

-33.5 m
9m

-80.5 m
n/a

Coll. Hall Width
Coll. Hall Length
Coll. Hall Height

40 m
100 m
34 m

40 m
100 m
34 m

40 m
100 m
34 m

30 m
100 m
42 m

Top Shielding Elev.
Ceiling/Roof Elev.
Floor Elev.
Btm. Excav. Elev.

+18 (bldg)
+15 (truss)
-21 m
-22 m

+22 m
+13 m
-21 m
-22 m

0 (surface)
-10 m
-44 m
-45 m

0 (surface)
-49m
- 91 m
-92m

Bedrock
Range
(assumed)
Caisson/Pile Length
Depth of Rock Excav.

-20 to -60 m

-20 to -60 m

-30 to -90 m > -17 m

Oto38m
0 to 2 m

Oto38m
Oto 2 m

Oto45m
Oto15m

Steel Frame
8z Deep Pit

Concrete
Box

Hall Construction

Concrete
Box

n/a
42m
Rock Cavern

3.4.2 Typical Collision Hall Schedules
Using the typical collision halls specified in Table 3.5 above, the relative durations
of the activities required for the construction of each facility can be estimated. These are
tabulated in Table 3.6 below. The associated staging buildings are assumed to be constructed in parallel, with the exception of the self-shielded hall where the staging building
is integral with the hall.
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TABLE 3.6. Construction Durations?
-

Preliminary Design
Final Design
BidAwardKontract
START CONSTRUCTION
Site Preparation
Dirt Excav./Open Cut
Excav. with Retention
Shaft Excavations
Shaft Concrete Lining
Rock Excav./Open Cut
Rock ExcavJCaverns
Rock Caisson Foundation
Concrete Structure
Steel Struct. & Skin
Concrete Cavern Lining
Backfill
Mech./Elect ./Crane Fit.
BENEFICIAL OCCUPANCY
Mech./Elect. Complete
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION

~

~~

~~

Near Surface Deep Rock
Shielded
Shielded

Surface
Self-shielded

Surface
Shielded

3-5

3-5

3-5

3-5

7-9

7-9

7-9

7-9

2-4
12 - 18

2-4
12 - 18

2-4
12 - 18

2-4
12 - 18

3-6
3-4
0-3

3-6
3-4
0-3

3-6
3-6
6-0

2-4

-

-

-

-

0-2

0-2

0 - 10

-

-

0-3
10 - 14
4-6

0-3
18 - 24

0-3
22 - 26

-

-

-

2-3
2-4
24 - 45
3-6
27 - 51

4-5
2-4
30 - 51
3-6
33 - 51

2-3
2-4
38 - 58
4-8
42 - 66

48 - 72

1-1' 4
3-314
5 Yr.

1-114
4-112
5-314 JT.

1-l/4
5
6-l/4 JT.

-

-

-

Summary: Midrange Years
DESIGN & CONTRACT
1-l/4
3-l/4
CONSTRUCTION
TOTAL
4-92 yr.

-

14- 18
2-4

15 - 20
7 - 10

-

4-7
44 - 63
4-9

3.4.3 Comparative Costs of Collision Halls
Cost estimatesmade by the Task Force for both deep and near-surface halls are
summarized below in Tables 3.7 and 3.8. The construction elements differ sufficiently
between the deep and shallow sites so that it is useful to present them separately.

t Total construction time is not simply the sum ot times for individual operations. Some work in
parallel is assumed
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TABLE 3.7 Deep Rock Location Cost Estimates
Element

cost
Carrier
m3

Underground Chambers
(excavation & concrete)

Quantity

120,000

Shafts and Accesses
depth
diameter

m
m

2x100
1 x 9 , l x 14

ElectricaVMechanical

job

lump sum

Staging Building

m2

5000

Cost W$>
Alt. 1&3 Alt. 2 TERN"

21

26

5

5

6

6

10

10

42

47

TOTALS

20
6 - 10

For all three alternatives for the deep site construction, the volumes are essentially the
same. The major difference lies in the extra rock stabilization and support required around
the portal region on either end of the gallery connecting the collision and access halls in
Alternative 2, The collection labeled TERN" is an extrapolation of the actual costs
encountered for similar tasks in the LEP project.

TABLE 3.8 Surface Location Cost Estimates
Element

cost
Carrier

Quantity

Excavation & Stabilization

m3

114W233K

6

11

5

Concrete

m3

20W35K

8

11

6

Extra Invert & Roof Structure m3

7K

2

2

-

E1ectricayMeChanica.l

job

lump sum

6

6

4

Staging Building

m2

5000

7

7

7

29

37

22

TOTALS
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Cost (M$)
Shielded
Self-shielded
minmax

The minimum and maximum costs given for the shielded enclosures are based on the
limiting cases for a near-surface site shown in Table 3.8, above.
When the cost and schedule estimates are considered, the near-surface, self-shielded
option appears to be the most attractive option for constructing interaction regions for
detectors of the size of the model detector. However, the feasibility of this option needs
further examination; detector servicing and performance might be impaired by the additional
shielding required.
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4.

Model Detector Assembly and Servicing

The Task Force was given a model detector based on the Model B Detector developed at Snowmass 86. This detector is shown in Fig. 2.1 and will be referred to as the
Model Detector in the text following. It is a large magnetic solenoid detector utilizing liquid argon precision calorimetry surrounded by a magnetized steel cave for muon detection. It is to be used for planning purposes only and does not represent an actual optimized design. However, it does demonstrate many of the problems of size and weight
which will be encountered by the detectors which will be utilized at the SSC. The group
was charged with the task of developing an assembly scenario for this detector which
obeyed known transportation limits, reasonable crane requirements, minimal access
requirements, and reflecting experience gained with assembling the present generation of
large experimental detectors. For purposes of this exercise, it was assumed that most
components would be fabricated off site and moved by commercial transport. This
assumption does not negate having substantial spaces at the site which are used for final
assembly operations when the scientific components are too delicate, too large, or too
heavy to be moved by commercial transport. Space is also needed at the experimental site
itself to support the operations taking place in the assembly and collision areas. A scenario was developed and a time scale calculated which shows that the detector can be
designed, constructed, and assembled in a time span of
years of which the last
3-l/2 require operations in the completed experimental assembly and collision areas.
This time line indicates a need to begin the design and construction of the experimental
areas very early in the overall SSC construction schedule.

4.1 Limits and Criteria
4.1.1 Transportation Limits
The transportation of tall, wide, or heavy loads in most states requires permits. The
acquisition of these permits, in most cases, presents no problems. However, if interstate
travel is required, regulations may vary from state to state making the process more micult and time consuming.
The weight of the load determines the number of axles on the trailer required.
Typical trailer ratings for a given number of axles together with the availability of such
trailers are given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Trailer Load Ratings and Availability
Axles
9
13
15

Loads

Availability

80 tons
110 tons
130 tons

Common
A few
Rare

Loads in excess of those shown will, in general, require special permits and special
routing because most bridges and overpasses are designed for a known load per axle.
Loads having a width greater than 8 ft. 6 in. also require special permits. If the width
exceeds 14 ft., transportation may be limited to special times such as non-rush hours or
special days such as Sunday morning, As a general rule, trucks with a loaded height in
excess of 14 ft. 6 in. cannot travel on most highways, particularly interstates, due to
overpass height limitations. Loads with a length in excess of 65 ft. will also require special pennits.
Experience has shown that the transportationof cylinders having diameters greater
than 6 m and lengths greater than 6 m is difficult. Short distances over specially selected
routes, usually chosen by a state or local authority, may be possible. Transport over long
distances (greater than a few miles) is close to impossible.
Other modes of transport such as trains or barges have their own limitations. A rule
of thumb for trains is to keep loads under 12 ft. wide because the prevailing track spacing is 13 ft.. Loads up to 20 ft. high can be accommodated with special cars. Loads up
to 90 ft. long, but of limited weight, can also be accommodated, heavy loads of up to 50
ft. are standard. Barge transport is limited only by the length, width, and displacement of
the vessel. Given the flexibility of rail transport, it is desirable to have a railhead located
on the SSC site.
In summary, loads which exceed the values given in Table 4.2 may be transported
under special permits, but should be avoided for frequent or repetitious loads.
Table 4.2. Normal Transportation Limits

Wt. (ton)
Road

Rail

Barge

80

Width

Length

8 '-6"

65'
90

12'
Displacement limited
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Height
14'"''
20

4.1.2 Crane Requirements

The total number of cranes required depends primarily on the number of areas
needing crane service. In general, one or two cranes is needed per area. Experience at
other facilities has shown that in the assembly hall of the detectors a minimum of three (3)
hooks of equal capacity, two trolleys on a single bridge, and a third on its own bridge, is
preferred. Due to the size of the Model Detector, the minimum size hook considered
appropriate is 100 tons. The two hooks on a single bridge would allow for the manipulation of loads parallel to the bridge and the second bridge would allow for the handling
of loads transverse to the bridge.
A dedicated crane having a capacity of 25 tons may be required for the assembly of
the liquid argon calorimeter (LAC). This is primarily a scheduling question. This bridge
need not access the entire assembly area, but only that area reserved for the LAC assembly.
When items cannot be delivered to the assembly cranes directly, a surface crane will
be required to do so. This crane should have a minimum capacity of 100 tons. The hook
speed should be a minimum of 10 m/min. loaded and 30 m/min. unloaded.
Gantry cranes should be considered for use in the collision area during the erection
of the muon steel. These types of cranes may be appropriate for temporary use in the
near surface locations for the same purposea
In all cases where additional cranes (over and above those required in the assembly
area) are installed in the collision area, consideration should be given to their removal
after erection of the muon steel.
Representativecosts of the cranes discussed above are given in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Representative Costs of Cranes
Location

cost

Capacity

Lift

Span

Shaft
Collision Area

$900 K
$900 K
$750 K
$900 K
$750 K

100/20 ton
100/100ton
100/20ton
100/100ton
100/20 ton

90 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m

30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m
30 m

Assembly Area
Total Cost

$4200 K
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4.1.3 Access to Experimental Area
In the deep underground scenario, the location, number, and sizes of the shafts for
access to the assembly area and to the collision area are peculiar to the hall design
selected. Common to all is one large diameter shaft (14 m or more) which is used to
lower large pieces into the pit. A second shaft having a diameter of around 9 m is
required for smaller pieces, personnel access, elevator and stairs, and utilities.
In the near surface scenario, the contractor may choose to construct a ramp or tunnel to "muck out" during construction of the experimental area. Such an access probably
provides no advantages to the experiment, but rather takes up much needed space at the
pit level which can be more economically provided at the surface. If these types of
access are provided by the contractor, filling in should be at the discretion of the laboratory.
The need for covered staging and assembly space in both scenarios at both the surface and at the pit levels cannot be over emphasized. The LEP and SLD experience have
shown that their surface sites are too small and too congested.
4.1.4 Detector Movement
4.1.4.1 Impact on Machine Operations
Experience with large detectors has shown the need for access to them for several
purposes:
a. Minor repairs and servicing of electronics on the detectors requiring a few hours,
b. Intermediate servicing requiring motion of large pieces of the detector such as the
endplugs for work on the central tracking, requiring several days,
c. Long (shutdown) servicing to make major repairs on large detector elements or to
install upgrades to the detector, requiring six months or longer.
As a guideline, it was felt that during the fist few years of operation, access would
be needed for the intermediate and long servicing on a 50% duty cycle. It was felt that
the short access for minor repairs should be limited to 1 or 2 shifts and that detector
designers be asked to design access corridors into critical interior portions of the detector
parts of the detector for these minor repairs.
alleviating the need to move
The model detector can be divided into two parts, a "core" containing the calorimetry, magnet, and central tracking which requires more frequent servicing and the muon
detection system consisting mainly of steel and large drift chambers which requires
minimal servicing. The weights of the core and the muon system are 14,000tons and
36,000 tons respectively. Because of the massive weight of the muon system and its relatively service-free nature, this group recommends that the muon detection system be
built in place in the collision area and remain there for the duration of the experiment.
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Thus this group considered only scenarios where the central core was movable and the
muon steel was movable only to the extent necessary to insert or extract the core.

4.1.4.2 Assembly Considerations
The model detector weighs approximately 50,000 tons. Except for special situations, it was felt that the maximum weight for piece handling should be less than 80 tons,
consistent with crane and transportation capacity. This implies that over 500 pieces need
to be handled to complete the detector. As a rule of thumb, one such piece a day can be
installed, unless special handling (rotation, welding, alignment, etc.) considerations slow
this down. In order to accomplish this rate in the relatively confined spaces of the
assembly area and collision area, there is a need for three 100 ton hooks on two independent bridges as described in Section 4.1.2. It was also recognized that the erection of the
muon steel, comprising 75% of the weight, must go on in parallel with other systems. In
particular, the major effort of assembling the 8000 tons of precision calorimetry needs to
proceed in parallel with its own dedicated area, cranes, and supply routes.
4.1.4.3 Detector Movement
Movement of materials in the 10,000 to 15,000 ton range is within the capability of
existing technology. This can be accomplishedwith Hillman type rollers which are
available up to an 800 ton rating. Two dozen are required to comfortably move 10,000
tons with hydraulic leveling to assure even loading. DO expects to use 18 such rollers to
move 5500 tons. Other movement schemes which employ pressurized oil or water skates
are also feasible. There was general agreement that the movement of 50,000 ton loads is
not practicable. This implies that the "core" of the detector (14,000 tons) can move;
while the muon system (36,000 tons) must be built in place.
4.1.4.4 Construction and Movement Scenarios
Separate Collision and Assembly Areas
The optimum scenario would be to erect the steel for the muon detection system in
place in the collision area and the precision calorimeter system in the assembly area.
The steel flux return for the magnet would also be constructedin the assembly area. See
Fig. 4. la. After full assembly of the detector, major access to the core would be accomplished by splitting and sliding open the side wall of the muon steel, allowing the core to
then be extracted and removed to the assembly area for maintenance.
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FIG.4. la: Schematic of experimental area with assembly and collision areas
Collision Area Only
In this scenario, assembly would be done in an elongated collision hall. See Fig.
4.1 b. Access would be accomplishedby splitting the end of the muon steel and extracting
the core along the beamline. At a sufficientdistance along the beam line the calorimeter
could be extracted from the flwc return. The detector would be constructedin the reverse
of this. An interesting option, to be investigated,is to see if sufficient shielding could be
put around the calorimetry after closing up the muon steel to allow work to proceed on
the calorimetry while beam is in the machine.
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FIG.4.lb: Schematic of ExperimentalArea with Collision Area Only
4.1.5 Preassembly Space for Experiments

Large amounts of preassembly space will be required outside of the actual assembly
area. These areas are used for preassembly of large pieces, production and assembly of
componentslike muon chambers, clean areas for wire chamber assembly, and areas for
electronics development and test. Previous experience for LEP experiments and for CDF
are detailed in Appendix C. We expect that the Model Detector will require 5000 m2 of
such space, divided between heavy and light requirements.

4.1.6 Earthquake Criteria
Figure 4.2 is a seismic risk map of the United States. The risk scale ranges from
Zone 0 where there is no risk of damage from earthquakes, to Zone 4 where there is a
risk of major damage from an earthquake. SLAC is located in Zone 4,and there are certain additional costs associated with design and constructionof buildings, equipment, and
experimentsto survive an earthquake without significant damage. Building and equipment costs will increase about 5% to meet earthquake criteria in Zone 4.
Design and installation of large experimentalcomponents is complicated considerably
by earthquake force considerations. SLAC's general criterion is that equipment and
experimentalcomponents should withstand a 0.75 G horizontal earthquake force unless
dynamic analysis indicates that amplificationwill cause resonance and thus higher forces.
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FIG. 4.2: Seismic Zone Map of the United Statest
The floor design of the experimental hall is already limited by the compressive strength
of the base with several meters of reinforced concrete on top. It is questionable whether
there is any reserve left for additional horizontal shear forces or vertical uplift forces.
Depending on the shape of an object, it may be subject to horizontal shear forces and
overturning forces. Figures 4.3 (a), 4.3 (b), and 4.3 (c) show a muon detector assembly,
5 m thick x 10 m wide x 20 m high, weighing 4000 tons. Figure 4.3a shows that this
assembly will overturn at 0.227 horizontal G force. The shear force to be resisted is 4000
x 0,227 =908 tons. Figure 4.3b show that the uplift to be resisted from a 0.75 G horizontal force is 4600 tons. Figure 4 . 3 ~shows that if the uplift is resisted at the top of the
assembly only an 1100 ton force is required. Because of these considerations provisions
for restraining earthquake induced forces would have to be designed into the floors and
walls of the experimental areas. Assembly of the muon detector steel may be further
complicated by the need to restrain individual components. The required temporary tie
bars and restraints would complicate assembly and result in higher costs and longer
assembly times.
Uniform Building Code, 1985 ed., page 135
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FIG.4.3: Forces due to an earthquake (0.75 G horizontal force)
4.1.7 Self Shielding Criteria
An evaluation of radiation levels in the IR with the Model Detector present, is given in
Appendix D. We conclude that, with sufficient additional shielding around the forward
detectors, radiation levels are within prescribed limits. Additional work needs to be done to
assess the impact of this shielding on detector assembly and accessibility for servicing. A
schematic of the additional shielding necessary is shown in Fig. 4.4,

t

Losspoint

1

0

I
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1

20

1

30m

Detector Material

Additional Shielding (concrete)

FIG. 4.4: A schematic of the self-shielded option.
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4.2 Assembly Time Scale and Scenarios
In order to develop a joint schedule for construction of an experimental hall and
detector of this magnitude, a scenario was developed for the assembly of the model
detector. We considered the detector as three main systems: the liquid argon calorimeter,
the solenoid magnet, and the muon detection system. These three major systems must be
assembled in parallel in order to shorten the total assembly time.

4.2.1 Liquid Argon Calorimeter
This system is the most complex of the three and will take to longest time to assemble. The entire system consists of three separate subsystems, the barrel, the two endcaps, and the two forward systems. The endcaps and the forward systems are relatively
small, 396 tons and 496 tons each, respectively. For purposes of the scheduling scenario, these two systems are assumed to be assembled on the surface, brought into the
experimental area already inside the dewars, lowered to the experimental floor,mounted
on the appropriate steel, and made operational.
The central barrel liquid argon calorimeter is composed of two separate systems, the
precision electromagnetic calorimeters and the precision hadron calorimeters. Both systems were assumed to be built up of wedge sections which were fabricated elsewhere,
tested, and brought to the experimental assembly area. For ease of construction and handling, we set a limit of a weight of 10 tons on the hadron wedges and three tons on the
electromagnetic wedges. This was accomplished by dividing the length of the barrel into
five separate rings longitudinally. The precision EM Calorimeters were further divided
into 32 separate wedges in azimuth producing a wedge weighing 2.9 tons. The hadron
calorimetry was assumed to be constructedout of wedges each of 1/2 thickness and 1/64
in azimuth. The average weight of the hadron wedges is 9.7 tons. These wedges are self
supporting and can be stacked into rings which can be stabilized by connecting the end
plates together. A construction method similar to this is used on the central liquid argon
calorimeterof the DO detector. For the model detector we do this five times instead of
once as in the DO detector. Each of these rings is then loaded into the central cryostat,
cable connections are completed through the walls of the cryostat, and then tested. After
all five rings have been installed in the cryostat, the cryostat is sealed, cooled, and tested
The central calorimeter system is then ready for installation with the rest of the components of the Model Detector. The steps and the time estimate to go through each of these
steps is given in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Time Estimates for Calorimeter Development, Design, Construction, and
Assembly
R&D ...................................................
2 yrs
Prototype ..............................................
1yr
Produce Modules.. .................................. .2+ yrs
Cryostat Design and Procurement ................. 1 1/2 yrs
Assemble Modules.. ................................. 1-2 yrs
Cabling and Testing.. ...............................
. 3 mo each ring
Cryostat Closure and Testing .......................4-6 mo
Insertion of Coil into Calorimeter ..................1 mo
Insertion of calorimeter into Yoke................. 2 mo
Cabling and Cooldown ..............................
1yr
Installation of Tracking .............................. 3 mo
Installation of Electronics House.. ................ . 3 mo

When a critical path analysis (see Sec. 4.3) is done of the steps, the elapsed time was
calculated to be
years.
4.2.2 Superconducting Solenoid Magnet
The second major system of the Model Detector is the 5 m diameter, 10 m long
superconducting solenoid magnet. This magnet is similar to those found in several of the
LEP detectors and has been discussed in detail in Ref. 6, The Task Force Report on
Detector R&D for the SSC. The superconducting coil consists of a single layer helical
winding of aluminum-stabilized superconductor, mounted inside an aluminum support
cylinder. The conductor is indirectly cooled by conduction from a single cooling loop
attached to the support cylinder. Some proposed detectors utilize much larger coils up to
7 m in diameter and 12 m long. If such a large coil is needed, it will probably have to be
constructed on site because of the limits of what can be transported on public roads (see
Sec. 4.1.1). However, we will use the smaller coil of the Model Detector for our
analysis. What interests us here is the time scale and the steps necessary to build such a
magnet and return yoke. An estimate of this is given in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5. Time Estimates of Steps Necessary to Design and Construct the Superconducting Solenoid for the Model Detector
Design of Coil and Yoke ......................

Coil Fabrication.. ...............................
Fabrication of Yoke.............................
Reassembly of Yoke ...........................
Reassembly of Yoke............................
Insertion of Coil. ...............................
Test of Coil .....................................
Mapping of Magnet.. ..........................

1yr
2yrs
1yr

1F

6 mo
-2mo
.2 mo
.2 mo

It is assumed in this analysis that the yoke is preassembled at the factory in order to
save time during the fmal assembly in the experimental area. A critical path analysis of the
project (see Sec. 4.3) calculates a total elapsed time of four years necessary to design and
construct such a magnet and return yoke.
4.2.3 Muon Detection System
4.2.3.1 Design Considerations
Three options for moving the central core detector from inside the central muon
steel assembly have been considered. These options are sketched in Fig. 4.5. In
Option A the central core moves along the beam direction. In this option the muon steel
remains an integral unit and all steel pieces are of "standard" lengths. In Options B and
C, the core moves transverse to the beamline and a side wall of the muon steel is split and
opens. In these cases there are many "non-standard'' steel pieces that will increase the
expense (-10%) and complexity of the muon system. In all of the options a space of 0.5
to 1.0 m will be requiredbelow the central core detector to house the equipment and supports necessary for moving the core.
The entire muon detection system is to be constructed from continuous cast steel
bars 0.25 m x 1m x 19 m. These bars can span the entire transverse width of the central
muon steel. They weigh approximately 40 tons and can be transported on public roads.
The muon steel is assumed to consist of three steel layers 1 m thick with 0.25 m gaps for
chambers. The magnetic field in the muon steel is toroidal with its center on the beam
axis. This requires that the long direction of the steel bars be transverse to the beam
direction and that the steel be closed in the azimuthal direction to provide a continuous
path for flux continuity. Openings for the chambers are thus on the faces perpendicular
to the beam. Muon chambers will have to be inserted from these edges.
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It is estimated that to obtain 16 - 18 kilogauss in the muon steel, 1million ampereturns will be needed If a 30,000 amp power supply is selected, 32 turns are required
around the outermost steel layers and fewer turns around the inner layers. Straight
insulated lengths of 5 cm square copper bars are proposed for these coils. These lengths
will be placed in the corners of the muon steel during construction. The magnetization of
the intermediate muon toroids and forward muon toroids is again axially around the
beam. Gaps for chamber insertion will be around the entire outer edges. Frames to
accept muon chambers will be placed in the gaps for the entire muon detection system
during construction. If the base steel is below floor level, space must be allowed at each
end for insertion of the chambers.
Option A:

.........
Option B:

..........

Option C:

..........

, *,

T[
...... - Beamline

FIG.4.5: Options for inserting core into muon steel.
4.2.3.2 Experimental Hall Criteria
The collision hall in the deep site option is assumed to be 30 m wide and 62 m long,
with an attached assembly area. During the construction phase the muon system components would be fabricated on beamline while the core detector would be assembled in the
underground assembly area. A 9 m diameter shaft is shown in Fig. 4.1(a) at one end of
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the hall for bringing in the 80 ton, 19 m long assemblies. This n m w shaft requires that
the bars be lowered hanging vertical and then rigged into a horizontal position at the bottom of the shaft.
Also required is a steel storage area at the surface approximately21 m wide and
extending 150 m in length. This area is to be used for storing the bulk of the 40,000
tons of steel needed for the muon detection system. Most of the steel will be 40 ton steel
bars, 0.25 m wide x 1 m high x 19 m long stacked two high. The open field storage area
should be serviced by a 50 ton gantry crane capable of off-loading delivery trucks, and
also of delivering the steel into the surface assembly building where the building crane
will take over for lowering the steel down the shaft. Welding of pieces could take place
in the storage area.

4.2.3.3 Muon Detection System Time Schedule
To estimate the time required to construct the muon detection system, it is assumed
that 80 tons of steel per day can be rigged into the collision hall and erected. In
Table 6.6 is an estimate of the number of 80 ton steel assembliesin the muon detection
system. These time estimates are essentially independent of assumptionsof the depth of
the experimentalhalls, with the possible exception of the surface self-shieldedoption
which could allow the possibility of rigging in much larger assemblies, thus shortening
the total assembly time.

Table 4.6. Count of Muon Detection System Steel Assemblies
Subsystem

Number of 80 ton Assemblies

Central Muon S tee1 ............................
3 12
IntermediateToroids ..........................
- 210
Forward Toroids .................................
85

Total ..............................................
~

~

~~

~~

~~

607

~

The total number of steel assemblies indicates that it will take 607 days (1 shift
= 1day ) for construction of the muon detection system. This time is for steel erection
only. Additional time must be included for the installation of magnetization coils and
muon chamber support frames and for surveying. 8 days for the three above activitiesper
central muon steel layer is estimated. This is to be compared to 26 days (- 26 - 80 ton
pieces) to erect a central muon steel layer. Thus 30% (182 days) is added to the time
required for steel erection. This makes the total estimated time 789 days. However,
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during these 182 additional days, the steel crews can work on other subsystems of the
muon steel. If we assume that the forward toroids are erected in this manner, we save 85
days. Therefore, the final estimated number of days for erection of the muon detection
system is 700 days. A critical path analysis calculates a total elapsed time of three years
to erect the steel in the assembly hall (see Sec. 4.3). In a collision hall that has no
assembly hall, these times may be lengthened if the same cranes must service both the
muon steel and the core detector fabrication.

4.3. Critical Path Analysis of Model Detector Assembly Scenario
A critical path analysis study was made of the proposed Model Detector assembly
scenario using the project managementprogram MACPROJECT. The completion date of
the detector was arbitrarily set to be July, 1996, in order to correspond to a possible
completion of the machine installation. In order to shorten the overall elapsed time of
assembly, it is necessary to carry on parallel and independent assembly operations for the
three major detector systems. A short list of the important milestones is given below in
Table 4.7.
Table 4.7. Major Milestones for Model Detector
Formation of Experimental Group .............1988
Start of Prototype R&D ..........................
January, 1989
Completion of CalorimeterR&D ...............January, 1991
Completion of Design Report ..................January, 1991
Occupancy of Assembly Area...................January, 1993
Occupancy of Collision Area....................
July, 1993
Detector Complete.. ............................
..July, 1996

A simplified schematic of the Model Detector time line is given in Fig. 4.6. This
timeline is extrapolated fiom experience with the present generation of large detectors.
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FIG. 4.6 Overall Schedule for Model SSC Detector
The first step to any complicated project is R&D. For the Model detector it was felt
that at least two years of R&D were needed on the calorimeter systems before a final
design could be started. The first year of the project is devoted solely to this R&D prior
to writing a formal design report. R&D on the calorimeters can continue during this time,
but should by of such a nature as to work out details within an agreed overall framework.
By the end of the second year the design report should be complete and the R&D should
be finished. Final design can now begin on detector components. Typically, final design
of complicated systems takes 6-12 months before fabrication can start. Fabrication will
take a further 12-15 months before the pieces start being delivered. The assembly of the
calorimeter would be the first task started in the experimental area, approximately 3 4 2
years before expected beam. It would take about two years, which would be followed by
another 1-1/2 years of cabling and checkout. The assembly of the muon detection system
would start about six months later and would take almost three years.

4.3.1 Critical Path Analysis of the Liquid Argon Calorimeter Assembly
A complete critical path analysis network diagram of the detector assembly is
shown in Fig. 4.7. A complete table of tasks, estimated duration, and earliest and latest
start and finish dates is given in Table 4.8. The upper section of the network diagram
relates to the assembly of the liquid argon calorimeter. Upon completion of the design
report, finial design could begin on the cryostat. This cryostat design and procurement
was assumed to take 24 months. This is the first element of the detector to go into the
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experimental area and sets the date for beneficial occupancy of the assembly area. That
date is approximately January 1,1993. Meanwhile, prototyping and production of the
calorimeter modules have been going on so that the first arch of five has been produced
by the time the cryostat assembly is complete. That arch is stacked in the assembly area
by a crane dedicated to that purpose and when complete is moved into the cryostat. For
the scenario, we have assumed that each arch is separately wired through the cryostat
wall and tested while the next arch is being stacked. The process repeats itself five times.
We have assumed that enough production facilities exist that the assembly process will
always have enough modules to continue. The total elapsed time from start of stacking
the first arch to completion and testing of the cabling on the fifth arch is almost 1-%
years. Closing the cryostat and testing will take another six months. From start of work
in the assembly area until completion of the central barrel calorimeter is estimated to take
25 months.

4.3.2 Critical Path Analysis of Magnet Assembly
The critical path network for the magnet assembly is shown in the middle level of
Fig. 4.7. The final design would start upon completion of the design report and take
approximately 12 months. The coil fabrication is assumed to take 24 months. The
longest timeline is actually in the fabrication and assembly of the magnet yoke. This was
a deliberate choice because we required preassembly at the factory in order to minimize
the work later in the experimental area. This sequence has worked quite successfully for
the SLD detector. Given the preassembly, the actual erection of the magnet yoke can be
delayed until early 1994 and it is estimated that the coil could be tested and mapped
within 12 months. This was delayed as long as possible in order to avoid interference
with the calorimeter assembly which is being done in the same assembly area, After
mapping, the coil is taken out of the yoke and inserted into the completed central barrel
calorimeter. Then the two are reinserted into the yoke. Once this operation is complete
installation of central tracking and fmal cabling can begin.
4.3.3 Critical Path Analysis for the Muon Detection System
The critical path network diagram for the muon detector system is shown in the
lower third of Fig. 4.7. The assembly scenario assumes that the steel is fabricated off
site, shipped to the experimental area, and assembled in place inside the collision hall.
This work sets the date for the beneficial occupancy of the collision hall. Our estimate is
that occupancy is required by July, 1993, for a detector completion of July, 1996. Our
assembly scenario assumes sufficient space in either an assembly area or a collision hall
to decouple the assembly of the muon steel and the precision calorimetry. If a decision is
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made to have only a collision hall, an independent crane system must be provided for the
muon steel.
4.3.4 Critical Path Analysis for Electronics Installation and Testing
The last 15 months of the detector installation is occupied by fmal electronics
installation and testing. These are shown as the last few tasks on the network diagram
Fig. 4.7. After the calorimeter-coil assembly is inserted into the yoke, the final cabling
can begin. The central tracking chamber, which has been fabricated elsewhere, is
installed in the coil and the electronics house, which has been preassembled in modules
elsewhere, is attached to the core. The model detector has many crates of electronics
mounted directly on the detector itself, particularly those relating to the calorimetry and
tracking; however, each of these crates has control cabling which must be connected to
something outside the collision area. Those connections can either be made to an electronics house which is attached to the detector or up to the surface directly into the
counting rooms. Given the numbers of channels involved, checkout of the system alone
should take considerable time. The last step is to move the core detector form the assembly area into the collision area and install it in the muon steel. If the detector is built in the
collision hall, the installation of the detector in the muon steel would take about the same
time.

I
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5. Overall Schedule
In this section, we present estimates for the total time required from initiation of the
design of the experimental hall complex to the completion of the assembly of the model
detector. A summary of the design and construction schedules for the four different hall
options is given in Table 5.1. At this time there is considerable uncertainty in the time
required to construct and outfit the experimental hall complex. A more accurate time estimate requires knowledge of the geotechnical characteristics of a specific site for the SSC.
Nevertheless in our estimation there is a clear correlation between the depth of the experimental halls and the required construction time. The minimum depth of the experimental
halls is determined by the radiation shielding required above the tunnel. It is our opinion
that an experimental hall complex located at this minimum depth can be constructed in a
significantly shorter time than halls located at substantially greater depths. Additional time
might be gained if self-shielding can be used rather than global radiation shielding,
depending upon the constraints imposed by self-shielding. This deserves further study.
A summary of the time required to assemble the model detector has been given in
previous sections of the report. The need for parallel assembly of the major subsystems
(muon system, magnet return yoke and precision calorimetry) is evident, if an optimal
schedule is desired and feasible. Such parallel assembly obviously requires sufficient
assembly areas and crane facilities. At present, within our uncertainties, the time required
to assemble the detector will be approximately the same for surface, near-surface and deep
locations of the experimental halls. With the possible exception of the self-shielded
option, initiation of design and construction of this experimental hall must precede the start
of prototype detector R&D for the model detector. This conclusion applies only to the
facilities and detector of the magnitude considered here.
In Fig. 5.1 we plot the total time required from initiation of design of the experimental
halls to completion of assembly of the model detector. In this figure we show the range of
estimates for hall construction given in Table 3.6. In order to compare the different options
(in depth) for the experimental halls and assembly time, we give in Table 5.1 the
midrange estimates below for the total time required for design and construction of the
experimental halls plus detector assembly:
TABLE 5.1. Midrange Construction Plus Detector Assembly Times
Surface self-shielded ..................................
8 years
Surface shielded .......................................8'/2 years
Near surface shielded.. ...............................g1/4 years
Deep rock ..............................................93/4 years
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The implicationsof this simplified comparison are clear, surface location of the
experimental halls results in the shortest time for completion of the experimental halls and
detector assembly and self-shielding, if possible, should be pursued. With the possible
exception of the self shielded option, initiation of design and constructionof this experimental hall must precede the start of prototype detector R&D for the model detector. This
conclusion applies only to the facilities and detector of the magnitude considered here.
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J3G. 5.1: Overall schedule for experimental hall design and
constructionplus assembly
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6. Implications and Recommendations
In this section we summarize and discuss the implications of the Task Force study.
It should be strongly emphasized that many of the conclusions of the Task Force apply to
detectors of the physical scale of the model detector described in Sec. 2. In the absence
of a well defined experimental program for the SSC it is not possible to reach definite
conclusions regarding the overall requirements, schedule and cost for all experimental
halls and facilities for the SSC. We also note that the model detector itself is not an optimized device nor the end product of a lengthy and careful engineering design; it has been
employed solely as a useful "tool" for the deliberations of this Task Force.
From our studies it is apparent that the experimental hall complex required for
SSC-scale detectors can be constructed under a variety of assumptions regarding the
eventual SSC site. There are, however, significant differences in the schedule and the
cost of the experimental hall complex and detector assembly between surface and deep
underground locations, with the deep underground being more expensive,and requiring a
longer time for construction. The difference in cost and schedule for the experimental
facilities between a surface site and a deep underground site may amount to approximately $25M and two years for housing the model detector.
For deep underground locations there will likely be a limitation from the feasible free
span in underground excavations, which could restrict the transverse size of SSC detectors to less than about 25 - 30 m.
For these reasons, based solely on considerations of experimental halls and detector
assembly, a surface location for the experimental halls would be preferred. However, the
interaction of a surface location of the experimental halls with the construction of the
machine tunnel requires additional study. Such a study could ,for example, indicate that
a deep site would be preferred from considerations of overall project schedule and cost.
Given the physical scale of the model detector considered by the Task Force, construction of the complete model detector in an assembly area and subsequent movement
into the beam position is not desirable and not feasible in a cost effective manner. A
major part of the model detector, the muon system, should be built in place on the beamline. For detectors of more modest scale, this may not be required but such detectors
were not examined by the Task Force.
It is feasible, given reasonable geotechnical conditions, to construct both an assembly
hall/area and a collision hall/area of the required size. The decision, therefore, to build all
of the model detector in place or to build part of the detector in an assembly hall must be
based on considerations of schedule, cost, detector assembly and servicing and optimal
operation of the SSC. We find that the difference in construction schedule between the
collision-hall-only option and the collision + assembly-hall option to be small, given
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roughly equal total excavated volume for each case. The option with an assembly hall will
likely be somewhat more expensive to allow shielding doors or walls and facilities for
detector movement. A precise estimate of the cost differential awaits a more detailed
design of the detector movement requirements and of shielding specifications but is likely
to be less than 10%of the total cost of the sum of civil construction and detector assembly. Given the requirement for parallel assembly of the major subsystems of the model
detector, the presence of a separate assembly area would appear to be slightly preferred to
reduce the confusion factor present with a common assembly volume for three separate
operations. Having an assembly area or beam bypass around the collision hall is clearly
preferred for optimal accelerator operations and scheduling. Discussion of a possible
beam bypass is beyond the charge to the Task Force and therefore we may only provide
conclusions in the absence of a possible bypass. The flexibility inherent in having the
capability of retracting the most sensitive parts of the model detector during the initial
accelerator operation and in the case of a major detector component failure (eg. superconducting coil failure) is desirable. For detectors of more modest scale it would also be
possible to construct the complete detector in an assembly area. If a detector is to be constructed on beamline, reliability of that detector will be an important design issue.
From OUT study, the time required to design and construct the experimental hall complex when added to the time required to assemble the model detector approaches may even
exceed the time required to complete the accelerator complex. One should therefore
examine carefully if detectors of the scale of the model detector are optimal and if necessary should encourage a "fast - start" to design and construction of experimental facilities
and of such detectors.
In the sections below we sumtnariz the implications of the Task Force study in detail.

6.1 Implications for SSC Site
The use of prudent and cost effective civil construction techniques may limit the
allowed elevation of the experimental halls and hence of the SSC tunnel. For open cut
construction a reasonable maximum depth of the hall invert is about 45 m from the
ground surface, provided that competent rock is available at the 30 - 50 m depth or closer
to the surface. A maximum feasible depth of a vertical cut in soil is approximately 30 m.
For a deep underground location, a free span of approximately 30 m is required to
accommodatethe model detector. This in turn requires a nominal competent cover of
approximately 30 m above the crown of the underground hall. In the case of side-by-side
collision and assembly halls, additional good rock, up to total of about 60m, may be
required for roof stability. For halls smaller than required for the model detector less free
span and rock cover would be needed.
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The importance of the above is that the% may be an undesirable range of elevations
at which to locate the SSC tunnel if the model detector is to be accommodated. This
range is approximately from 33 m below ground surface (if the experimental hall is
excavated from the surface) to 60 m (possibly 90 m for deep multiple halls) depth of the
tunnel center below top of rock (if the hall is excavated as an underground cavern). Note
that ground surface and top of rock may not necessarily coincide requiring an even deeper
underground location. A somewhat smaller undesirable region would result for detectors
of smaller scale than the model.
Considerations of schedule and cost of the experimental halls tend to favor a surface
location. However, the influence of a surface location on the schedule and cost of constructing the tunnel must also be considered to arrive at an optimal solution. Shallow
tunnel depths may involve substantial lengths of tunnel construction in soil.
The large weight load from the model detector will require direct bearing on rock or
indirect bearing by means of deep foundations. Hence the surface or near surface locations would benefit from top of rock elevations near or above the hall invert level.
6.2 Implications for Experimental Halls
The shafts required to construct the experimental halls should not be used for construction of the SSC tunnel. Parallel construction of the SSC tunnel and of the experimental halls should be strongly encouraged. Shaft sizes envisioned for the experimental
halls are well within the capabilities of normal construction techniques.
Deep rock underground halls will likely be limited to free spans of about 30 m in
competent rock. Detectors of the size of the model detector can be accommodatedin
height and length of an underground hall, given competent rock conditions. Halls of the
appropriate size for the model detector can be constructed in a near surface or surface
location, given reasonable geotechnical conditions. For a deep rock location it might be
advantageous to drive the accelerator tunnel through the hall region as a first step in the
construction of the halls.
The number and distribution between permanent and temporary cranes required in
the experimental halls depends on the elevation of the halls (surface on underground) and
on the number of halls (collision only, or collision + assembly). Capacity of at least 100
tons will be required for timely assembly of much of the model detector. Smaller
capacity (eg. 20 tons) will be required for assembly of other parts of the model detector.
A recommended configuration would include two bridges, one bridge of 100 ton capacity
with two 100 ton hooks, and one bridge of 100 ton capacity with a 100ton hook and a
20 ton hook.
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6.3 Transportation Requirements
Construction of detectors of the scale of the model detector will require routine
t~ansportof loads of up to about 100tons for time periods of years. Local road conditions must be such as to allow this usage. Transportation of a few heavier loads and
loads of large size will need to be facilitated under special circumstances. A railhead on
site would be useful in facilitating the movement of the many heavy pieces of the detector
considered here.
6.4 Civil Construction Schedule and Cost
As noted above considerations of schedule and cost of the experimental halls indicate
that a surface location is preferred. At any elevation, design and construction of an
experimental hall to house the model detector will require more time than indicated for the
largest hall described in the SSC Conceptual Design Report. This change results directly
from an increase in detector size from those detectors considered for the Conceptual
Design Report. It should be emphasized that the construction schedule and cost of all of
the experimental halls and facilities cannot be accurately examined until the initial experimental program for the SSC is better known. It is quite likely that all experimental halls
will not be of the size required to house the model detector. It is necessary to define at
least the initial complement of detectors so that the experimental halls may be designed in
a timely manner so as to allow initiation of accelerator operations.

6.5 Detector Design and Assembly
Given the apparent scale of the model detector, such a detector must be designed so
as to facilitate routine servicing without the routine movement of 1OOO'sof tons of iron.
In addition, substantial planning and preassembly will be required to minimize assembly
time, either on beamline or, in part, in an off-beamline assembly area. We suggest that
assembly time and servicing issues be addressed early in the design stage of the detector(s).
It does not appear feasible to move the massive steel muon system of the model
detector from an assembly area to a collision area or vice versa. If the size of this detector
system is appropriate, then it must be constructed essentially in place, closely coupling
the accelerator construction schedule with the construction of this part of the detector. It
does appear feasible although not easy to move the return yoke (of the model detector)
and its contents f?om/to an assembly area. Of course, these conclusions may not apply to
detectors of more modest physical scale. Clearly for detectors constructed in place on the
beamline, reliability is a very important consideration.
The physical scale of the model detector begins to approach the limitations imposed
by civil construction techniques and allowable time scales, particularly for an under-54-

ground location. It is important therefore to examine with some care the appropriate
physical scale for the largest SSC detectors.

6.6 Recommendations for Future Studies
The cost and schedule estimates made by the Task Force are relatively crude and do
not take into account important potential variations in geological and other conditions. We
recommend, at the appropriate time, more extensive and detailed estimates of schedule
and cost for the experimental facilities.
The impact of our conclusions on accelerator operations and start-up must be investigated. Although it is our belief that it is possible to decouple initial operation of the core
of the model detector and of the accelerator, there remains a close connection with a substantial part of the model detector assembly schedule and of the accelerator schedule.
The interaction of hall depth and tunnel depth needs additional study. This interaction, however, is very site dependent.
The conclusions and implications of this study should be presented to the community
of potential experimental high energy physicists at the SSC to introduce them to the realities of civil construction limitations, schedules and costs.
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Appendix B

Summary Report of the IR Working Group

M.G.D.GikMue
corncll U a k r s i f y ,ImYL New Y a k 14853

Summary
n e goals ofthe working groupwae to
0

0

0

detamine the dimensions of coIlision and assembly halIs
r c q d for urperimenoa! the ssc;
improve andexpandon the lntrice and IR optics designs
describedin the SSC Compual Design Repart (CDR);
discuss the luminosity vs free space rradcsff in the high

lumino6lty m;

danminemachinerequiremencFforu$2lrimt9talmagnet
cxnqcnda

estimate backgrounds and induccdradiaactivity in the IR
EglOnS;

fmulate lattice designs for the option to build a bypass
of either of the dustnedIR legions described in the CDR

0

0

prrsent argumena for and against such a bypass mcluding
e m 1 stagulg and sc-g;
aad

maktncommcndan‘ons for futurr study.

The dimensions of collision and assembly halls q u i r t d for the
4x detectors which have been described for the SSC arc substsntially
larger than existing balls at Fcrmilab,LEP, efc. The option of building such large detectors in-place should be given serious consideration. The SSC latticc with clusmedIRsis flexible and can probably
accommodate most of the experiments described to date, although
there may be some scheduling coaflice bawecnexperiments desiring
very low luminosity and those requiring the msximUm luminoSity.
The variation of luminosity for &viatiom around the nominal f2om
free space in a high luminosity IR is not substantial for changes of a
few meters which may be important to ac~ctommodatcexperimental
apparatus. Focusing IR quadtupoles of the maximumfeasible gradient should be used. Compensation of solenoidal magnets in experiments is not needed, and dipole experimental magnets can also k
handled. The flux of low energy neutrons produced by the
i n m o l l s in apparaclls of particbpzoducedin tile pp Collisians will
k signifkant but probably mnnagcable;mort Calfulations 8rc needed.
Radioactivation of apparatus in the forward direction will occur.
Detcctols and people must be shielded from the activated elements, in
pan by temporary shielding, during access pniods.

It is technically feasible to cOnsauct a bypass for a cluster& IR
ngion on either side of the machine. The penalties are an increase in
machine circumferrnce, additional tunnel length for the bypass and
molt magnets and associated systcms. A bypass on the same si& of
the machine as the injector, to put all experimental facilities on one
sidc of r k maehirr, would subslantiauy ilmcasc the circumferrnce of
the machine unless tbe number of intuscction regions wen leduced.
A bypass on either side could have a significant impact on the
conslmction of experhcntal halls and might makc it easier to build
expdmcnts in-place. Such a bypass would also allow mon Bexibility in staging thc expaimental program. A degiled estimate of the
required funding, including experimental facilities and staging of
e x m t s , needs to be done very MKIII.The bypass option has
sucha large impanon theoverallmachine andexpniment plan d m it

rrqwimmcdiatearoentloa
’
bytheccmralDcsignGroup. a i t i s
not at all clear that consrmcting a bypass is the proper choice, the
CcIllCcpt does rcquin additional sludy.

..

Detector Sizes and Collision/Assembly Hall Dimensions

In this section we will discuss the sizes of detectors for the
SSC, and the dimensions of collision halls and assembly halls that
result from the detector dimensions. The parameters of large 4%
detectors for the SSC have been des ‘bedin previous workshops’
and reports2 and at this
Although there are many
uncertainties in the nature of 4x detectors for the ssc. many examples exist, a few of which have ken explond in some detail. We
therefore can use these examples with reasonable confidence to
determine the shape and size of coilision and/or assembly halls for 4n
detectors. Detectors for foxwardhackward ex ’ ens have also
been desaibedin qms2and at this m a t t i n g ! ~ c h expcrimcnu
roughly fall into thr# classes, based on physics interest and luminosity requirements: (1) forwad, for studies of rare B decays, t decays
and other high mass particles, etc4; (2) vcty forward, some overlap
with (1) and studies of diffractive production of new and old
particles5; and (3) elastic or almost elastic scattering6 Because of the
many possibilities for experimtnn in the fonvard direction, it is more
M i c u l t to determine the sizes of the associated collision and
assembly halls. In order to have definite utsrnpies we have chosen to
determine the approp.late hall dimensions for a forwad daector such
as that described in SSC-SR-1023or the TASTER experiment
describedm theseproceedings4and the quadrupole spectmmeter first
described by B j o r k ~ n .These
~
examples should be representative of
needs in the forward direction. The collision and assembly hall needs
for elastic s c a p g experiments are minimal and will not be
describedhere. Many other extal arrangements an possible
at the SSC. For example, dctectors7*?with magnetic spectrometers
at 900 will q u i r e collision halls with considuablc transverse but
reduced longitudinal dimensions. We will briefly discuss this p s i bilty. Other “ p i a l purpose“ detectors have not yet bcen dcscxibcd
in suftlcicnt detail to dctmninc the apFaoplate hall sizes.

TABLE 1. The dimensions in
Qored

R a a d HdBht

Widm

of 4%detectors

~~

La@

z

Height

Width

Om

Core

COR

~ l u u u hlcpsh ssnmi ~ F a w r d ~ F a w a d E c c . # s d k g p m ~ ~

- .

40

19

19

20

11

9

9

14

12

12

40

19

19

20

11

9

9

13

12

12

25

40

19

19

20

12

9

9

1

2

9

9

25

24

24

D1

36

28

36

15

15

18

11

a

a

i

s

s

a

CDF'

16

25

12

12

9

9

9

9

Do'

21

33

13

UAl'

16

20

13

ModdA

26

Model B

n

IrollMmoa

W'

11

12

12

13

12

8

8

13

11

9

9

The dimensions of4x detect^^ dcsaibed in Refs. 1-3 at given
in Table 1. To understand the meaning of the various dimensions,
refer to Fig. 1.
SIDE Yews
cam
-1p

c
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The dimnsions of the collision halts for the 4n detectors can be
demmined under two different assumptions. In the "traditiaaal" way
the detector is assembled in an assembly hall and thcn mved, piecewise if necessary, into the collison hall. Alternatively, the
can be assembled directly in the coliision hall, the "build-in-place"
option. In this case the assembly hall is eliminarrrl Isthisnecessary
for the very large 4x detectors? In the case of the L3'detector, as
conceived, it is necessary to build it in place. For the otha vay large
&tcctms (Model A, Model B,Iron Muon Spectrometer, and D1)it is

possibletoarrangethedwaorsotbatthecQl~conof
r h e d e ~
can be rolled out of the beam line, although not quickly see the
discussion by the 4x detector p u p in these pmccedhgs. Although
it is possible to remove the central corts of these detecton, they arc
stillmassi~,e
l
y -than
Wisting dnectors.In the b d d in-place option,routine maintenancecwld be done during WeeLly or
bi-weekly machine down times but major repairs or upgrndes could
only k done during long shutdowns.The machine and detector schcdults 8n thaefore Clasely co~pledThe build-in-place scenario SO
requires a tight coupling of the machine and detector construction
schedules to allow adetectrx to be operational atturnon. This makes
scheduling more compiur, but likely raises the priority of funds for
the &=tors to be built in p k . The decision to build-in-pk or to
construct assembly halls must be made on technical grounds (what is
the cost of moving such large objects) and funding CEeciSions for each
detector or detector typ.

-

ev

Topnews

For both cases, a simple algorithm (using a spreadsheet) has
bcen developed to use the dixncnsions given in Table 1 to determine
the size of the halls under the two options above. To dettnnine the
size of the collision hall in the case when there is both a collision and
an assembly hall, the procedure is relatively simple. To the
dimensions in Table 1 one must add clearance around the detector
outline for the detector in an open configuration. Although the
cluvance d+nsian will W l y vary slightly from detectorto detcctKK,

nprrsentatve valuts are given below.

o craae(l00ton?)space(ineiudtsaane)-centraldetector-5m

-

-

o crane (10 ton?) space fonvard region 3m

-

-

o lower supports central 2m (this may appear to be large,
but working space for muon chamand elecrronics may
be n#dedbeneath the detector in &tion to supports

Fig. 1 Explanation of the dimcnsions given in Table 1, and in the

-

-

o lower supports forward l m

text.

The "core"refers to that pan of the central detector which might
be rolled out of the beamline. The core does not include magnetized
iron for muon measurements, on the sides or in large angle forward
iircction (intermediate toroids). The dimensions given in Table 1
d u d e electronics, shielding and any other equipment directly
attached to the major detector elements except suppon spucturcs
bmeath the major pieces of the detector. T h e dimcns1Ons are uncertain to at least f l m since many of the details of detector consmction
have not yet been explOrea

-

o side space central (left and right) 4m

-

-

o si& space forward left 3m

-

-

o side space farward right 6m

o adspacecennal-4m
o endspaCefomsrd-6an
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Adding these to the dimensions given in Tabb 1, we obtain the
collision hall dunensions in Table 2.

TABLE 2. ~ o ~ l i s i ohall
n dimensions in meters, ami volume in m3 for
4x detectors

A

fil

Central CcntralCenrrpl ZM Fmmd Forwrrd Fmmd Total

~ L m e r h ~ ~ ~ l m o m l i o e h t ~ v o l u m c
ModelA

48

26

27

24

13

I3

18

36426

ModdB

48

26

27

24

13

13

18

36426

IronMuon 48

26

2l

24

14

13

18

36636

W'

44

29

32

D1

44

2 2 2 3 2 2

13

12

17

24630

33

19

20

11

18

14850

DO'

13

41

20

21

UAI'

28

CDF'

20

40832
163

17220

I1760

21

The clearance space transvclseto the beam in the forwad dirtctions is asymmetric to &ow removal of detector elemena, space for
detector support systnns (pa, Cooling, e=.) and passage into the tunnel region. For the CDF (upgraded CDF), DO' (upgraded 00)and
UA1' (upgraded UA1) detectors the dimensions in Table 2 are probably slight ovenstirnates of the actual requirements. In particular, the
crane capacity and the supports beneath the detector are likely to be
smaller, which would reduce the height by about 2 m Also the
dimensions assume that the central c a s of the detectors (except L3')
will roll out of the beam

Of come, underground halls of the size in question do not have
box-likc dimensions, so the values given in Table 2 outline the useful
rectangular volume rather than the me shape. The collision hall (and
assembly hall) shapes are morc quasicylindriml. For the large dewtors,the axis of the cylinder should run parallel to the beam direction
to reduce the required unobstructed span to a minimum. For the
Model A or Model B 4n detectors, a cross-section view of a
somewhat mort realistic outline is shown in Fia.2. Lf the hali is
mostly consuucted in a circular cross section and henfad in, that
is substantial extra space at the top and sides of the hall. Some of this
space can be used for air ducts, cable-ways, CP. For comparison, a
similar view of the L3 detector at LEP is shown in Fig. 3. In our
model then is considerably more "empty" space surrounding the
detector outline for the SSC than there is for L3 (or other) LEP
detectors. This would seem prudent, at present, to allow for future
expansion of the SSC detectors and uncertainties in the actual
dimensions.

Fig. 3 A kamscye view of the collisimhall for the u d e w at

LEP.

The dimensions of the assembly hall can also be determined
from Table 1 plus added space. Rutsonable values for the additions
arc

-

o crane (100 ton)height Sm

o space for removable shielding-wall thickness between the

-

collisim hali and the Bssembly hali 7m

o clearance around the cent& component of the detector to
allow passage through the access door lm

-

o space for assembly/disassembly
The dimensions of the assembly hall may be calculated from the
numbus above and from Table 1as given below

Hall length = 2 x core length (from Table 1) + 2 x forward
length (frornTable 1)

HaIl width = 2 x c a n width (Table 1) + forward width (Table
1) + shielding thickness
Hall height = c a height (Table 1) + clesrance + crane height

Doar height

= colt height (Table 1) + clemncc

Door length = core length (Table 1)+ 2 x clearana

This yields the assembly hall dimensions given in Table 3. The L3'
(similar to the L3 detector at LEP) is assumed to be built in place and
does not require an assembly hail (but does require access shafts). A
plan wew of the collision and assembly halls for the Model A or
Model B detector is shown in Fig. 4. Again these dimensions are for
the useful volume and do not include extra space from excavation.

-

TABLE 3. Assembly hall dimensions for 4x detectors

Model A
Model B

15

48

40

Iron Muon

14

19

38480

14

11

48

34

16

26112

DI

I7

IO

52

31

IS

24180

CDF

13

14

40

40

19

30400

M)'

14

10

2.4

23

1s

8280

UAI'

13

11

22

25

11

8800

L3'

-n-

Fig. 2

e

A beams~yeview of the collision hall far large 4x detectors.
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- none required -

I T

I

1

Fig. 4 Plan view of the collision and assembly halls for the Model A
or Model B detector. The &awing is to scale.
For the option without an assembly hall (or possibly the L3'
detector), the collision hall size must expand Space for access shafts
must also be included. Again an algorithm may be developed using
the dimensions in Table 1. The formulae arc similar to that for the
assembly hall space and an given below
Hall length = rcuacted lengthflable 1) + 2 x forward length
(Table 1) + 4x6m(or 2x6m without forward detector)

c- nm-

Fig. 5 Collision hall for Model A or Model B detector. No
assembly hall.
A similarexercise has been done for the forward detectors. The
approximate dimmsioasof these detectors arc given in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Dimensions of special purpose forwad detectors.

Hall width - s a m a~
~ Table 2

Lm%h

Hall height - same as Table 2 - l o w support distance

SSC-SR-1023

The resulting dimensions of the collisions h a s are shown in
Table 4. For reference a plan view for the Model A or B detector is
shown in Fig. 5. Note the placement of the access shafts. It may be
advantageous to have an access shaft over the collision hall rather
than to the side for the larger detecton,if possible. In this design the
additional space in the collision hall is added along the team direction
to keep the unobstructed span of the excavated hall to a minimum. It
may be useful to increase tfiis span somewhaf even if support pillars
are needed, to allow more room for sideways expansion of the detectors (more ron for muon mcasmments).

-

TABLE 4. Collision hall dimensions for the build-in-place option
x?u
Hzll
L
p
e
m
m

Hzll

Total

iiau

YQlllnu

Model A

86

21

24

55728

Model B

86

27

24

55128

Iron Muon

88

21

24

57024

w'

48

D1

32

29

40832

82

23

20

37720

CDF'

67

20

17

ma0

DO'

4s

21

I8

17010

UAl'

32

21

ii

12096

TASTER

5

105

6

6

-1

20

14.5

145

1-3

1-3

The transverse dimensions of the quadrupole spectrometer
detector elements arc uncertain and will likely vary saongly with the
distance from the IP. Again the collision hall dimensions may be
obtained by adding the appropriate clearance space. in this case,
however, the required space depends strongly on which forward
detector is considered The components of the very long quadrupole
spectrometer an smaller in transverse dimension than the more
conventional shorter spccmmetas. We thdm give two values for
the required space; the fust for the conventional magnetic spectrometers and the second a range for the quadrupole spectrometer in
parentheses
o crane [20 ton(l0 ton)] 4m(3m)

-

o support space bema& the detector - lm(lm)

o crane 120 ton( 10 ton)]- 4m(3m)

o support space beneath the detector - lm(1m)
o left si&

space - 3 m ( l - b )

o right si& space - 6m(2-4m)
o space when the forward collision hall begins to merge with

-

the tunnel 3m

The resulting collision hall dimensions arc given in Table 6.

108

11

15

I7820

halls were permanently moved It is likely that jet or particle spectrometers at 900 would operate in conjuction with otha detector elements,either a fonvatd spectromera or a modest calorimcuic central
detector. This experimentai package has not been described in sufficient detail to dettnnim realistic dimensions for collision halls or
assembly halls. Mare work is needed to define such detectors.

23

19.5

23.5

10540

Lattice and IR optics

5-7

4-9

TABLE 6. Collision hall dimensions for special purpose farward
detectors.
Qcm2fx
-- SSC-SR-1023

TASTER

HaEkualmw

QUndnlpOk.

Spectrometer

yplnmc

Two experimen*$ configurations for the SSC lattice have been
discussed in which b may be very

(20000-I26000)x2(?)

a) elastic scanering and v a y low pr physics

Note that the half-length means the distance from the interaction point
to the w d of the collision hall. Since these detectors may oniy be on

b) high rapidity coverage, b t y d the lyl= 5-6 COW
by other
experiments but not including elastic scattering

one side of the IP,the collision halls would be very asymmetric. It is
not clear if thequadrupole sptctrometercan easily k implemented on
one side only, hence the factor of 2 in Table 6. For comparison to the
volume of the quadrupole spectrometer, the volume of the tunnel is
about 7000 m3 per kilometer. he dimensions of the rrmaiaderof the
hall opposite to the forward detector cannot easily be spccifkd. An
exampie, however, would combine an upgraded detector (eg. CDF)
with either of the short detectors. The resulting h d sizes would then
be the ;rpprapriatecombinationof dimensions in Table 2 and Table 6.

Exploratory studies were made of possible IR designs for each of
these typts of exptrimcnts.

The elastic Karrning and very low PI exptrimentsq u i r e an Ip
with large Bo, variable between 400 and 4ooom, and a suitable
detector location whose betam phase, yf, from the IP is such that
sinw is reasonably high. Such an IR has been designed by A. Gamn
and D. E. Johnson by modifying the low-b IR design of the CDR see Fig.6. The modifications involve use of shoner quadrupoles and
the addition of vertical dipole magnets six meters from the IP.The
dipole magnets arc necessary because large crossing angles arc
needed for large p' as discussed later. The dipoles bend the beam
parallel to the horizontal direction,enabling beam to pass through the
quadrupole triplets with displacements of about 5mm or less. The
detectors for elastic scattering m placed at spool piece locations next
to a quadrupole, seven half-cells from either end of the straight
section. At this loca!ion, the vertical p function is about 310 m, close
to its maximum value. The betam phase between a detector*and the
collision point is close to an odd multiple of 900. Over the range
of 400-4000m, the range of sinw is -1.0 to -.91.

For these detectors, assembly'in place is not a likely possiblity,
except by using the bypass option (seediscussion later). Compared
to the large 4n detectors, the sizes of the the components of the forward detectors are relatively modest Also, unlike the 4x detectors,
there is no central component which can be profitably rolied out of the
beam. For forward detectors, much of the assembly work could be
done away from the IR and a modest staging area would suffii.

Magnetic spectrometers at 90° have been described at
Snowmass U 7 v 8 and at the Fmnilab Trigger Work~hop.~
Such
speccrometcrscover a small rapidity range near y = 0 on one side of
the beamline. The length of such spemmeters may vary strongly,
depending upon the particle momentum or jet energy range of
interest. VanDaim and Hauptmann' in '84,and Tbeodosiou and
Bensinger and Giokaris last y d describe specmmetcrs 12-15m in
length, transverse to the beamline, and f 8 m along the beam.
Giokaris and Majewski*, however, describe one 70 rn long. The
latterclearly requires a collision hall of unusual shape.The short 900
specpomercrs might be accommodated into a 4x collision hall of the
build-in-place variety. They would be tight or impossible matches to
a collision hall with assembly hall unless the shielding between the

B

High rapidity experiments may require long drift lengths from
the collision point for detectors. Fig. 7 shows a long straight section
designed by A. Gamn, made by combining the two "future IRs"of
the CDR layout into a single long IR. By doing this, a free space
between quadrupoles of about IS00 meters may be obtained. The
beams could be made to cross twice, at either end of this space or
elsewhere if desired. If,thm is a beam crossing near the middle of
the frec space, a larger range would be possible.
IP

Detector

I
t

I
f

*-Straight

Detector

I

t
Section

Path Length (rn)
Fig. 6 Module containing interaction p i n t with high p' for eiastic
scattering and low pr physics.
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t--------

t

- 1'cm
lmm
IBx

.

0

Path Length (rn)

Fig. 7 Vcry long inmaction ngion for high-rapidity experiment,
made by coalescing the two "futurt" IRs.
For elastic scattering, the scattering angle must be large
compared to the intrinsic spread due tc'the beam emittance. This
implies p' 2 m m . he free space (L for the elastic scattering
experiments can k modest and will likely be determined by crossing
angle requiremmrs as discussed below. However, the free space for
high rapidity coverage must be very long, = 1-2 km. The comsponding requirements for p' are not as well defined, except that p'
must be large enough to &*ucc the luminosity to a manageable value.
For our example we tale fi = 500 m and L
' = lo00 m.

the value given in ?heCDR of m = 7. For this value, satellice luminosity is ne iigible. Given this criterion, the minimum opcning
angle, a,vs can be determined as shown in Fig. 9.

1

10.00
5.00

cE

2.00

-;
c

B

1-00

0.50

0.20

0.10.
0.05
0.02
101

Fig. 8

A schematic diagram of beam Crossing region.

Because of the larger p', the transvase*bunch sire at the collision point will be much larger than in low p , high luminosity, IRs.
The transverse bunch sizts for the two cases under consideration an
4301.1 and 15Op for p' of 4000m and SOOm, tcspectively. ,Because
the bunch sizes are larger, the beam crossing angle must.& increased
to prevent (a) regions of satellite lummosity, and (b) Qsruption via
the beam-beaminteraction. The beams must k separated by some
minimum distance each time they cross as shown in Fig. 8. At the
first crossing, 6/a=m, must be some minimum value, detmnined by
either the absence of satellite interactions or by beam-beam dwuption
limits. The precise requirement for the latter is uncertain but we use

Fig. 9

25 m

I

102

.

.

. , ....I

103

B' (meters)

Crossing angle cons-ts
more expianation.

.

.

. . .,

104

for different p*. See text for

An upper limit on the crossing angle results from considering
headtail interactions of the inttrseCtmg bunches which excite s y n c b
tron and betatron 0scillations.I' This limit is also shown in Fig. 9.

The other possible limitation on the crossing angle comes from
long-range interactions bctwem the bunches which cause a spread in
m e sm This limitation varies slightly if the beams an kept parallel
for a substantial fraction of the free space by using dipolcs or if the
beams are undeflecud see Fig. 9. The minimum crossing angle
requirement to avoid disruption is morc severe.

-
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In order to change B'* one would like to opetare roughly in the
middle of the allowed range: a few rnilliradians for thc elastic scattering expenment and perhaps a milliradian. for the high rapidity
expcrimen~to allow tuning over a range of j3 . If the beams an not
deflected by drpoles betweenthe collision point and the first focusing
.quad, they will be separated by a distance aL' at the first quad. For
exampk, if L' is 1OOOm andais 1 xmad, then the separation will be
lm, clearly requiring ~mte
IR quadrupoles. If there are dipoles
before the quadrupoles, thls can be reduced. Howeva, this separation ignam the effects of quadrupoles, as part of a spectrometer,
before the iR quadrupoles. For the eiastic experiment, a might be.
say, 4 mrad so the separation at 20 m will be 8 cm, too large for a
single quadrupole but too small for separate quadrupoles. The
solution is to either increase the free spaa-, to at lcast loom, or to add
dipoles before the quadrupoles.
The nominal space between JR quadrupoles in a high luminosity
intersection region is i2Om. Although it is probably possible to fit
expenmental apparatus for large detectors into this space, it will be a
The
tight fit near the beam line in the forwatd/backward dir~ctions.~
trade-off between luminosity and free space has been discussed in
detail by D. E. J hnson in an SSC internal note and conmbution to
h s
Assumtng that the IR quadrupoles have a gradient
of 230 Tlm as described in the CDR, the luminosity vs frec space
6')is shown in Fig. 10. Incnasing the free space by i 3 m reduces
the luminosity by about 10%. This amount of extra space may be
very useful. If the field gradtent in the quadrupoles can be raised by a
modest amount, by opention at lower temperature for example, the
full luminosity can be retained while increasing the free space by a
few meters.

Then are other background related problems which could be
si&icant Thesearc
0

beamgaslosses

o non-hear beam loss m ~ h a n i s m ~

o neutronproduction
0

inducedradioaaivty

Beam losses from residual gas in the beam pipe arc discussed in the
CDR.15 The loss rate due to beam gas collisions will be 1.7

protonscm'ls'l for a pnssure of lP9Torr. In a high luminosity IR,
collisions in the 16Om betwecn vertical bend magnets will produce a
bafk-d
rade Of 27KH.2. Sin= the p~ interaction rate at full luminosity is 100 MIiz, the bcam gas rate is negligible. This background
will only be significant for longa straight Sections and lower lumin0sity experiments.
A much man serious problem is likely to be beam loss from
unknownor partially understood reasans. In particular, the so-called
nonlinear beam lodsa discussed by Jacques Gareyte16 at this meeting
could be significant The belief is that intrabcam scattering replenishes tht tails of the beam disaibution and part~ciesin these taiis an
quickly lost, within minutes, due to beam-beam interactions. It is
believed that such processes arc responsible for occasional large
backgrounds observed by expcximents in the SppS collidcr. T h e e
backgrounds occur despite careful scraping far from the detectors,
and arc alleviated by skillful tuning of the machine. The severity of
this problem for the SSC is not yet known, but the large currents in
the SSC mean that only a small fraction of the beam particles need to
be lost for this to be a backpund. The severity of this background
depends on its rate relative to the interaction rate of 10%
Clearly,
collimators and scrapersjudiciously and generousiy placed around the
rings, must be included in the SSC design. If possible, more caicularions of kam loss rates from these mechanisms should done for the

ssc.
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Estimates of n e u m production from proton losses around the
ring and from the interaction of the particles produced in the pp collisions with IR quadrupoles, collimators. or calorimeters have just
begun. Estimates of neutron fluences (neums/cm2) in the SSC
tunnel arc based on measurements at the Tevamn, and an extrapolation in energy using hadron cascade simulations. In the runnel, the
fluence (at the tunnel w a ~ in
) one ssc year (107 sec) is estimated to
be in the range of 2-8 x 1010cm-2, although there are substantial
uncertainties in such estimatcs the rate could well be higher.

-
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Luminosity vs fkc space in high luminosity IR.

-

Experimental Magnet Compensation
Compensation of experimental magnets is discussed in detail in
Soienoid magthe conmbution of S. Peggs to these R~cetdings.'~
nets will not require any compensation. For the cases of dipole
experimental magnets considered it is possible to devise compensation schemes, although there will be a limit on the allowed 1Bdl to
avoid large crossing angles. The bend direction of the experimental
dipole should be perpendicular to the natural separation plane of the
beams. At the cost of sacrificing luminosity from larger crossing
angles, large dipole bends could be accommodated.
Backgrounds and Radioactivity
Regions

The situation in experimental areas is much more c ~ m p l e x . ' ~
Neutrons arc produced predominantly by interactions of particles
produced in the primary collision with IR quadrupoles and any
calorimetas or collimatoxs in front of the quadrupoles. Compared to
the rate in the tunnel, the effective neutron production rate from interactions in the quadrupoles may be 100-200 times greater a v a y 6ous problem. However, the quadxupoles near the interaction point
either are shielded by experimental apparatus, or could be shielded
rather easily. An accurate quantitative estimate of the e f f e c ~of such
shielding, using neutron transport codes, has not yet been made.

in the Intersection

The iarge lumosity at the SSC means that rAauon levels from
the pnmary pp cohsions, and from secondary interacuons of these
parucles with matcnal could be hgh. RAauon damage to detector
elements rcsulmg from mvumum m n m t g pamcles produced drrcctly
1 ~ the
)
pp collisions has been dmussed
Dama e to machme
elements IS &cussed rn the Conceptual Design Repon &

However, a crude estimate of the such shielding effects can be
made. Measurementsof the neutron energy spectrum p r o d d at the

Tevatron (800 GeV coasting beams) are shown in Fig. 11.18
Roughly the same shape is obtained at 150 GeV. so we will assume
that the neutron spectrum is similar in shape at the SSC. (Ofcourse
the number of neutrons will be much higher at the SSC,since more
energy is available in each beam particle. The spectral shape should
remain about thc same since the neutrons primarily come !?om the end
products of a hadronic cascade in the ring magnets.) The spectrum
peaks at roughly 200KeV and most of the n e u m s have energies
between lOKeV and a few MeV. For 4x detectors, thcre will be a
substantial amount.of iron (muon toroids) surrounding part of the IR
quadrupoles close to the intersection point and toroids shielding
electronics on the end walls of the central detector. The neutron total
cross section on iron in the energy region of interest is shown in Fig.
l2.I9 Then is substantial resonant structure in the cross section.
This means that the iron will act as an energy selective filter.
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Crudely, the cross-secnon average is about 5 barns in the relevant
energy region. This implies an "interaction length" of about 25 cm
in Iron. At these low e n q e s the neutrons do not lose much energy
in a collision with an iron nucleus, and they arc scattered isotmpjcally. In a collision with a nucleus of atomic number A, a neumn
-with energy E has an avQage final mergy, E,givm byZ0

E=Eo-

1+ r
2

whmr=-

"i-

(A-l?

I

(A+1?

For iron A=56 and = (I+r)n 4.966. After n collisions, the encrgy
is E#'.
The number of collisions to go from E, to

is given by

AS an example, takt E = 2MeV and k O . 1 5 0 MeV and A = 56
(iron), then -hp= O.O& and n = 74 co ions. Below energies of
about 150KeV. damage to silicon (in electronics components) drops
rapidly (see Fig. 13). Since the scattering is isompic, the distance
the neutron goes is about 474 X 215 an, assuming 5 barns as the
cross section. If the cross section were 0.5 b, which is possible
because of its nsonant s~ucturc,the lstance would be about 215
cm. Note that a modest amount of iron will even "thcnnalize" most
of the neutrons, it. reduce them to energies of about 0.025 eV.
Again taking 5 b as the cross section (an undcmtimate below IKeV)
yields a length of 57 cm. This simple calculation suggests that elecuonics in 4x detectors might be effectiveiy shielded from neutrons by
iron and other maM'al in the detector itself.

-
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The study of radioactivation of detector or machine components
Fig. 14 SSC layout showing a bypass of the East expaimental
in the IR region has also just begun. The components near the IR
cluson.
which might become significantly rad~oactivefrom activation by
panicle interactions arc caiorimcters near the beam, collimators in
front of the IR quadrupoles and the quadrupoles themselves. Very
preliminary estimates of radioactivation have been made assuming
The implementation of a bypass described by Johnson will
that iron is the material of
For an iron target the principal increase the cvEumfcrcnce of the machine, add the length of the
sources of radioactivity induced by interactions arc i s o t q s of manbypass to the total m e 1 length, and incrraSe the number of magnets
ganese, mostly Mns4*which has a half-life of 3 12 days. Modeling a
r e q d Theseincnasesaresummanzed
'
in Table 7. In Table 7, we
quadrupole as an iron cylinder with a 13.8cm outer radius and a
have assumed that four IRs an to be bypassed on either side, sub1.7cm inner radius, the activiry level at the the outside surface of the
stantially increasing the circumference of the ring for a west bypass.
cryostat (44cm from the beamline) is estimated to be 140 mrcm/hr.
If this condition were removed, the number of IRs in the main ring
For comparison, the activity at the surface of Uranium plates used in
reduced, the length of the bypass could be shortened. For example,
the W calorimem, neglecting the contribution from o particles which
the number of straight sections in a cluster might be reduced to three
are easily stopped is about 200 mrem/hrP Modest shielding, 114
or even WO. In the lam c a ~only
~ , two txptrimtnts muid be opc~ainch of acrylic, for example, drops this to 5-10 m r ~ m / h r . ~ ~aonal at any one m,the remaining two straight scctions being used
Activation of mllimators and c a l w close to the bcam will also
for injection. These two options have not been studied in detail.
occur although the magnitude of the activation depcnds on the material composition. coliimators for example arc very unWrely to be iron.
Calorimeters could be uranium, tungsten, lead or iron. Activation
TABLE 7. A summary of the CDR and bypass options.
resulting in 100 or so mredhr will be a safety problem, but one
which could be handled by placing tempomy shielding over the
West
activated material when access is required, Detector elements should
be designed to minimize the need for access near anas that will
ax
Brpars
become activated. Detector readout elements - wire chambers, for
No. of potential IRs
4+4
6
example which arc close to the activated components must be
shielded by material which will not be activated.

-

Bypass Options

- Lattice and Machine Considerations

It is possible to configure the lamce of the machine to allow the
construction of a bypass of either clustered IR region. The dttaiis of
the lattice arc discussed in the paper by D. E. Johnson, contributed to
this conference.23In the lattice described in the CDR, magnets arc
very closely packed to minimize the circumference. In order to cxate
the potcnual for two separate beam channels, without removing magnets, additional magnetic elements and hence space must be added.
In the design described by Johnson, six normal cells. each half filed
with normal dipoles, arc added to the end of each arc. Special splitting dipoles can be placed in the fne regions in these cells to deflect
the beam into the bypass when desired. To keep the total bend constant in the machine, six cells in each arc have been removed. The
configuration for a bypass of the east IR cluster is'shown in Fig. 14.
A bypass for the west cluster would be sirmlar.

Circumference(km)

82.9

85.3

89.9

Total tunnel length @ID)

82.9

97.2

101.8

No. of dipoles

7680

8308

8308

No. of quadrupoles

1520

1724

1736

Bypass Options

- Impact on Experimental Facilities

The machine requirements for implementing one or more bypass
sections of the main SSC ring have been discussed in the previous
section of this report. In this section, we discuss the impact of such a
bypass or bypasses on collisionkssembly halls and on construction
and operation of experiments.
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the East cluster of interaction regions as shown in Fig. 16a. With
respect to collision and assembly halls. it is possible to hve: no
assembly halls (Fig. 16a); assembly halls common to both the
original ring and the bypass (Fig. 16b); assembly halls for each of the
eight IRS;or some mix of these. If thae is an assembly hall shared
by both legs of the machine major detector components can be
shared. For exampie, one might begin initial operation with an
upgraded central detector (eg. CDF,W........) in one leg, while
constructing a forward spectrometer in the other leg. Upon
completion of the forward spectrometer, the p v c n central dctecux
could be moved through the shared assembly hall into the leg with the
specmmeter. Of course, having shared assembly halls adds to the
cost and difficulty of underground excavation. Also the common
assembly halls could not be used while beams an in the bypass
because of radiation safety.

was1

Fig. 15

A npresentationof the layout of cxperimcntalfacilities as
describedin the ConceptualDesign Rcpor~

To provide a basis for discussion of the bypass options, we first
briefly describe the experimental facilities outlined in the SSC
Conceptual Design Report. Then arc two experimental regions on
the same side of ring as the injector (the West side) and four on the
other side (the East side) see Fig. 15. Four of the IRs would be
operational at tun-on of the machine, two on each side. At each of
these IRs there would be a collision hall and an assembly hall.
Although most of the experimental (and other) support facilities
would reside on the West side, it is likely there would be need for
considerablesupport facilities on the East Side as well.% Compared
to the bypass options described below the advantages of this scheme

W*Sl

-

are

o minimumtunnclkngth

Fig. 16a

o minimum number of magnets and amount of associated
systems

ii

I"i

I

Experimental layout with an East bypass. Experiments on
the East would be built in place.

The disadvantages m

o inefficient utilizationof underground space. With only a few
exceptions, assembly halls have seldom been used after the
initial construction of a large detector. Collision halls also
tend to be undersized, without room for detector upgrades.
Consmtion of the large access portal between the collision
and assembly halls is difficult Rolling many-thousand ton
detectors requires massive supports beneath the detecton and
strong floors into the assembiy hall. To some extent these
problems could be overcome by building detectors in place,
independent of the bypass option. A bypass, however, gives
morc flexibility as describedbelow.

o the coliision/assembly halls an on the critical path (this i s a
disadvantage from the machine point of view, not from an
experimental viewpoint). The large underground caverns for
the halls require the longest lead time of the underground
work.

o some of the detector components ate on the critical path.
Even with assembly halls, it is vay lihly that major parts of
the large detectors (eg. m muon specmmetcrs) must be
built in place. These may need to be 10Wered through the
roof of the collision hall, puning them on the critical path
o construction of halls at the two IRs not in the initid
compkment q u i r e s shutting down the machine for a year
more.

There arc nvo types of bypass options to be considcled: bypass
the East IR cluster, or bypass the West IR C l U ~ t c r .hplicit
~
in our
discussion is the assumption that the bypass or the original ring can
be functionally identical for experiments. First wc discuss bypassing

Fig. 16b

&-tal

layout with East bypass. In this option,

thm would be an assembly hall shared by all

experimtnts.

The advantages of bypassing the East cluster are

o the East IRs, for initial machine operation, no longer arc on
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the critical path. A simple bypass to provide beam transport
but no experiments would suffice. This assumes that halls
for expenmmts on the East could be completed after
commissioning the machine and start of Operation of the .
detectors on the West Side. of course for an experimentalist
with an East-side detector this is not an advantage. It is not

ReCO~~dntionS
Our most impoxtant r#.nmmendation is that the ramifictions of
the various bypass options should be the subject of a concentrated
study by the Central Design Group and consultants as soon as
possibie. The desirabIility of a bypass must be weighed against the

"F

COSL

Somewhat coupled to the above, arc decisions about the exiswce of assanbiy halls and the size of collision halls. A coat cornpatison between building in-plafc and the customary c~llisian/assembly
hall situation must be made.

L -1u-33

Fig. 18a

Various quantitative studies of neutmn backgrounds, radioacti-

vation andother backgrounds in the IRhalls should be initiated.

-
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clear if all of the bypass tunnel and expcrimcna halls can be
constructed while the machine is apcrating. Radiation safety
and vibrations fromthe ConstntCtion are a potential problem.
This n& additional study.

Consauction of a bypass on the West Side is mort complicated
btcause of injection into thc main ring. Injeclion rrquirestwo sp1&ht
sections. We assume that the bypass Cantains four possible IRs,and
an equal number in the main leg as shown inFig. 17. In this scheme

o if no assembly
halls are builf the useful underground space
. .
is maxuNzed on the East side, although the total volume m y
eventually be about the same, since the number of collision

o siting constraints are less. Since only one side w i l l be
developed, thelocation of thc ring is probably cask. Tilting
the ring to put the West si& closer to the surface is easier.
Finding the appmPriate geological conditions at one site is
more Iikely than two.

o there arc morc potential IRs and hence experiments. Even if
they share the beam, e x m e n t down time would be

halls doubled. Complications associated with moving

detecum would be eliminated

o assuming that the lage detectors an on the West side, their
productivity would be enhand, since the beam could be
switched around the East side experiments within days or
less. At the start of the experimental p r o w this wodd be
particularly useful to allow staging and debugging of
experiments on the East side would be bypassed, so
scheduling problems would not be completely eliminated.

th~wouldbe*f~ilities~theEastride.
AllOftheeXpaim would benlatively close to dlemainlaboraoory aeasrdfacilities. Some of the advantages of a bypass on the West side arc

o assuming that the initial complement of experiments can be
accommodaftd in four IRs, the consauction of experiments

o the circumference of the ring must incnareby about 3%(see
Table 7)

and commissioning of the machine could be compltteiy
decoupled. Expuimcnts could be assembled, in place, m the
bypass while the machine is first opaated. Of course, thc
machine elements in tbe bypass would have to be installed to
get beams to the experiments, but initial (and probably
lengthy) operation of the machine would be independent of
the experiments. From an expaimentai point of view this is
not completeIy desirable, since completing the bypass could
take a long time after machine tum-on. The benefits to
experiments after construction of the bypass and its
successful operatim arc molt clear. Initially this would nlso
allow beam to be sent to experiments for short periods of
time (days) for debugging. Experiment consauction could
also be profitably staged in time, ic. take data with a partial
detector and then switch the boam to the otha leg while completing assembly.

o the bypass m e 1 must be cansmted wbich adds about 14%
tothe total amnd lengthrcquirrd

o usefulundcrgroundspaceismaximizedif assembly halls an

o the consauction of long IRs, including coalescing 4 to 2 IRs
in the bypass is made easier

The disadvantages of building a bypass for the East cluster an

o more magnets and associated systems are required (see
Table 7)

o although the bypass and the main leg are almost the same
length, switching from one to the other might be done in as
little time as one shift. Until experience has be attained,
switching will inevitably require time to optimally tune the
machine for the experiments

o experiments on the East si& probably would not be opera-

tionalatnanon tosavemoney

o utility distribution to the East side is substantially redwe&a
cost savings
o major support facilities (the East campus) would be
CiiXlkdtCd

The disadvantages of a bypass on the West side are

o the circumference of the machine is substantially inby about 8% over the designin the CDR
o the bypass tunnel is needed The total increase is therefm
about 23%.
o manmagnctsannquind
o initial operation of experiments, if they arc in the bypass,
could be substantially delayed unless the bypass construction
and magnet installation is in phase with the completion of the
main machine.

Either bypass option would allow mort flexibility m staging tbc
experimCntal program. As an example consider bypassing the East
cluster. At turn4 of the machine thc initial experimentat compkment might look like Fig. 18% assuming that all detectors arc built
in-place. Afttr 8n initial period Of apaation,the bypass has bem
completed, and the beams arc swirchcd to v
t
s in the bypass
as in Fig. 18b. Again after a substantiaipen& of machine operata,
new experiments or upgrades have been consuucted in the original
leg of the machine and the kamsarc witched back as shown in Fig.
18c. This scenario and the choice of experiments is, of come,
arbinary; many other possibilities exist

Fig. 17

Assuming that eitherof tht bypass options is technically feasible
and will produce a warking machine, the &cision to bypass or not to
bypass must be made on amhation of funding requirrnrnts,up to
and beyond the Commissioning pesiod Of the machine and the desirability of incnasedflexibility m the experimmtal program.

The experimentallayout with a West bypass, In this
picpur, all expaimcna would be built in place.
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Appendix C
C1. Experience at LEP
About 3000 m2 of preassembly space was given to each of the four LEP experiments. The example of ALEPH, which required substantially more, will be illustrated
below:
1. Heavy Hall Space ( crane capacity 80 tons; hook height about 13m) - Used for preassembly of the full magnet yoke and coil to check mechanical fitting, testing superconducting coil, and field mapping.
Number of components:
24 barrel steel pieces, 75 tons each
12endcap steel pieces, 75 tons each
1 coil, about 70 tons.
The space assigned for this use was 600 m*.
2. Medium Hall Space (crane capacity required around 20 tons; hook height 8 to 10 m)
Used for preassembly of the mobile electronic huts; large model studies ( scale 1: 1);
preparation of Iarocci chambers (for this operation, the magnet pieces are transported
into the hall on a trailer one by one, and stay on the trailer so as not to require a
heavy crane); and fabrication of the outer field cage for the TPC (diameter about
4.5 m). The space used for these operations was about 1600 m*.
3. Light Hall Space ( crane capacity about 10 tons) - Assembly of the TPC and tests of
TPC with lasers, cosmic rays, etc. for about one year. Because of the tests, one of
the mobile electronics huts has been assembled close to the TPC to receive the final
electronics and cabling. The space was about 800 m2.
4. Test Beam Space - Typically 2 or 3 calorimeter modules, vertex chamber prototypes,
etc. are located in a test beam area dedicated to ALEPH. Space assigned was 200 m2.
5. Components made in other labs - In the case of ALEPH, the electromagnetic
calorimetersare made at Saclay and Rutherford. They will arrive at CERN some
months before final installation. They will have to be stored in an "active storage"
area where gas mixtures can be circulated in the chambers. This may require up to

700 m2.

6. Hall Space at the pit head - At typical LEP areas, the experimental equipment shafts
are covered by halls of about 1000m2 ( 17 m by 60 m, equipped with 80 ton
cranes). Used for:
- Unloading and preparing components before lowering them into the shaft
- Limited preassembly operations
- Maintenanceof components
-Mechanical shop with a few medium sized machine tools
-71 -

- Housing of main control computer in an air conditioned space

.-

It should be noted that almost one third of the floor surface cannot be used for
assembly work because of the shaft penetration and the truck entrance. The heavy
crane covers only about 11 m of the 17 m span.
7. Grand Total - All spaces: 4900 m2.

C2. Experience at CDF
CDF is located in a surface facility at Fermilab. It does not have the problem of lowering all components down a long shaft as do the LEP experiments; however, similar
preassembly spaces were found to be needed to support the assembly of the detector at
the experimental area.
1. Heavy Hall Space - Space was used at Argonne National Lab to assemble one of
the large calorimeter arches as a mechanical test prior to instrumenting the calorimeters. This was done at the experimental area of the ZGS. A 50 ton crane with a
hook height of about 10 m was used to stack up the arch . There were no cranes
with sufficient hook height at Fermilab and the experimental area was not yet ready.
This was felt to be necessary in order to test the mechanical design and to measure
the actual deflections of the arch as a check on the finite element calculations . Since
we only assembled one arch, the actual space needed was small (200 m2).
2. Medium Hall Space (crane capacity of 20 tons; hook height of 6 m): This space was
located in Industrial Building 4 at Ferrnilab across the street from CDF and was used
as the calorimeter assembly factory. The primary need here was for floor space.
The calorimeter modules were set up on the floor and assembly operations were
scheduled to work on each module. At the peak of production, as many as twelve
modules were on the floor at one time. The total factory space was about 1200 m2.
The space has now been turned over to the DO Collaboration to set up their calorimeter factory. The largest space requirement occurred as the factory was finishing
production. Additional storage was needed for the completed modules awaiting the
trip to the calibration beam. An additional 400 m2 was needed just for this storage,
giving a total need of medium hall space of 1600 m2, the same as ALEPH.
3. Light Hall Space ( crane capacity less than 10 tons) - This was used for the assembly of the central drift chambers, the Vertex TPC, and the endcap electromagnetic
calorimeters. Only the calorimeters needed a crane. The two drift chambers were
assembled in rooms without cranes although one has been installed in the central
drift chamber room so that it can now be used as a service facility for large proportional chambers. The total space required for these operations was about 300 m2.
4. Test Beam Space: Initially two separate test beams were dedicated to CDF, one for
the scintillator calorimeters which was used to calibrate every module, and one for
-72-
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5.

6.

7.
8.

the gas calorimeters. Now after the detector is complete, the test beam areas have
been combined at one location and a subset of each type of calorimeteris located
there for further calibrationchecks and geometry studies. The space used was about
200 m2.
Components made in other labs: Many of the lighter detector components were
made off the Fermilab site. Generally the components were held at the originating
institution until close to the timefor use in the assembly of the detector when they
were shipped to Fermilab. Some were shipped directly to the experimentalarea for
installation, others to the test beam, and still others to Industrial Building 4 after the
calorimeter factory was dismantled. Space was made for these components either by
recycling other space or by closely coordinating delivery with installation.
Hall Space at the ExperimentalArea: Although CDF is at a surface location, the
detector was assembled in a pit approximately 10 m deep. Surface facilities were
necessary to act as a receiving area to support the work in the pit. The main uses
were for unloading components before lowering them into the pit, limited preassembly operations, and mechanical shops. These facilities take up about 900 m2. The
assembly pit itself took another 700 m2 for a total building of 1600 m*. The entire
facility was served by a single bridge crane with a 50 ton hook and a 10 ton auxiliq
hook.
Grand Total - All spaces: 3900 m2.
Office Space: CDF has approximately 210 collaborators. Of these, about 80 are
located at Fermilab. In addition to these, there are a further 50 technical support
personnel permanently assignedto CDF. With 17 institutionsthere is an additional
need for transient desks for the other collaboratorswho commute, 34 desks are
assigned to this use. The grand total of desks is 164 and if the canonical 10 m2 of
floor space is assigned to each, there is a need for 1640 m2 of office space.
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Appendix D

- Radiation Levels in the Collision Hall

Assumptions
We follow the radiation criteria discussed in SSC-SR-1026 (SSC Environmental
Radiation Shielding): an average annual dose of 10 mrem. The sources of radiation in
the experimental areas are:
D1.

Accidental Beam loss 4 x 1014 protons at 20 TeV. :Assumed to happen at most
once per year and that the entire beam is dumped at a point (worst case) anywhere
along the beam path in the hall,
Hadronic interach'on$ 2 x 1016 at 40 TeV per year at the center of the detector.
The number assumes 4 x 1014 protons per bunch and a luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-l
at a low$ interaction region.
The calculation converting proton interactions to radiation does are made using the
formula* :

where E is the proton energy, R is the radius from the center of the tunnel, a is the radius
of the tunnel, and h is an effective absorption length; R - a is then the absorber thickness.
Additional shielding from the tunnel wall and the magnets, etc. is not taken into account.
For evaluating shielding by soil, h can be calculated:

h=

117 gm cm-2
P

Typical soil densities are in the range of 2 1.8-2.4 gm cm-3, yielding absorption lengths
in the range of from 65 to 49 cm. For other materials: concrete is treated as a 'soil' with a
p=2.5 gmcm-~(h-47cm);iron,h=17cm;and,uranium,h=l l c m .
D.2 Hadronic Interactions
The radiation does from proton-proton interactions at the intersection point is calculated assuming the parameters of the Model Detector. In the central part of the detector,
the intersection point is surrounded by dense material: the 'precision caforimeter'is taken
to be seven absorption lengths deep, the iron flu return/'hadron catcher' calorimeter is
five absorption lengths, and the iron 'muonfilter' is more than 15 absorption lengths, for

*

Ref. to G.Stevenson in SSC-SR-1026.
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a total of greater than 27 absorption lengths. Since the proton-proton interaction
described here can only take place at the intersection point, the radiation produced by the
2 x 1016 proton interactions/year at 40 TeV is well shielded by the detector material. In
the absence of a detector, the interaction region could be shielded at the required level
with about 8.5 m of concrete close to the beam pipe (within 25 cm). Alternatively, the
shielding could be external to the hall. If we assume that the hall is a cylinder of radius
12 m and use soil as the shielding, a thickness of roughly 8.75 m of soil (density p =
2.24 gm cm-3) is required at the closest point.

D3. Beam Loss in the Collision Hall
If one assumes a beam loss of 4 x 1014 protons at 20 TeV at a single point, the
energy deposition and produced radiation are less than the integral dose from hadronic
interactions, and hence the detector shielding is sufficient for beam loss at the intersection
point (or the concrete used in the case of no detector.) However, if the beam loss were to
occur at a point not shielded by the detector - such as between the central detector and the
intermediate muon toroids, or between the intermediate toroid and the forward spectrometer - additional shielding is necessary. To protect against beam loss at these points,
roughly 7 m of concrete is required. This is most economically placed as close to the
beam pipe as practical but detector considerations may dictate other locations.
A schematic drawing of the Model Detector outline and shielding is shown in
Fig. D1.
D4. Radiation From the Beam Collimators
The energy flux due to secondary and scattered particles from collisions at the
intersection region is highly collimated in the forward direction. To reduce the heat load
on the quadrupoles from these processes, a tungsten collimator is placed in front of the
focussing magnets. Interactions in the collimator are equivalent to 6 x 1014 interacting
protons at 20 TeV per year.* Shielding requirements for this source are equivalent to
6.8 m of concrete placed 0.5 m from the beam line. If we then assume a worst case of
total beam loss at the collimator in addition to the rate from the interaction point, the
shielding needs to be increased by less than 0.5 m.

D5. Soft Neutrons

-

'Skyshine'
The region beyond the muon iron of the detector is shielded by an additional concrete 'skin' to aborbheflect the remnant low energy neutron flux. This 'skyshine'

* D.Groom, private communication
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shielding is roughly one meter of concretet which could be the outer layer of the detector
or comprise a collision hall ceiling (or assembly hall floor).
_.

-i

D6. Air Activation
The issue of air activation has not yet been studied in detail. To avoid significant
path length in air for particles from the IR,closely placed shielding is desirable. In the
schematic detector/shielding design discussed above, the only areas with appreciable air
space near the IR are the conical regions to the forward and backward spectrometers.
Helium bags or vacuum would reduce this considerably.

t

This is the 'canonical' thickness of skyshine shielding (T. Toohig, private communication).
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